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I

Abstracts
This thesis is about land subsidence mitigating design for the largest megacity in China: Shanghai. Shanghai has suffered from land
subsidence for more than 80 years. Subsidence exerts negative impacts to the city such as damaging urban infrastructure and increasing flood risks. In our research we study the causes, impacts and counter measures for land subsidence. After realizing groundwater
recharge is the key to counter subsidence we continue our study on urban water management to find sources for recharging. We
choosing Jiangwan as our study area and a site survey was conducted to identify the area’s main characteristics. Currently urban
expansion is destroying this largest and also the last natural wetland inside Shanghai. By developing and comparing design scenarios we decide to conserve and recovery this wetland, and utilize the ecological services it provides to purify recharging water
and improve natural infiltration. After that we make another research about wetland recovery and enhancing biodiversity. Following
principles for improving natural infiltration and nature conservation, we make overall design for Jiangwan, and pay special attentions on its water system design. Our strategies for subsidence mitigating design are shown further in four partial designs: renovative design for Fudan University Jiangwan campus and an example neighborhood, establishing design for a biological water plant,
and recovering design for linear constructed wetland system. For our design rationalism and traditional Chinese nature simulating
philosophy are applied. This thesis shows an example of how to conduct problem based landscape design meanwhile strengthen the
area’s sustainability, biodiversity and visual quality.
Key words: land subsidence, landscape, water, wetland, infiltration, conservation, biodiversity.
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Preface
China’s urbanization speed has astonished the world in the past two decades. However when we focusing too much on growth and
become overhasty, something can be missing. For Shanghai land subsidence is just one outcome from this miss considering. Can
damages caused by non-ecological and unsustainable developments be healed by reverse measures? And can landscape architects
contribute to an interdicipline issue like this? With these questions we began our research from last February. A year of thesis has
been a constantly learning, overturning and improving process. And in the end we are glad for having this opportunity to practice and
test research and design methods we’ve learned during our study in Wageningen University, and we are glad that we start something
meaningful.
Here we want to express our gratitude to those who have helped and supported us during our thesis process. Especially to our tutor Dr Ingrid Duchhart, who has been patiently supervised and guided us from the beginning till the end of the thesis. Without her
guidance we will be easily lose ourselves in countless information and possibilities. We also want to thank Rudi van Etteger for his
careful review about our thesis presentation, and all the other stuff from landscape architecture group of Wageningen University for
their teaching. And at last, our sincere gratitude to our families, for their encourages and selfless supports.
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CHAPTER

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Subject and aim of thesis

Subject of this master thesis is to design landscape that can mitigate land
subsidence occurring in Shanghai, China. The design has to be integrated and
consider about other aspects such as its ecological and social effects. The
water issue will be the main clue in following research and design.
Two years of master study in Wageningen University have made us realized
that our discipline is not only about aesthetics and making “visually nice” environment. Landscape architecture is closely related with most urgent worldwide environmental issues such as climate change and development of sustainable energy as well. Therefore in this thesis we also select a geological
sounded issue as our starting point and try to connect our discipline with our
topic to see what kind of contribution can be made from landscape architects.
A master level of education requires student to select appropriate methods
and theories to study for selected problems and make adaptations if needed.
(Steinitz, 2001) Thus the basic content for this thesis includes:
1) appropriate theories and case studies and methods selection for research
problem;
2) to produce design principles by study and adapting these theories and methods;
3) testing design principles by applying them in a site specific design and
summarize effective conclusions that can be applied in other similar cases.
After completion of this thesis we should have a better understanding not only
about the research topic itself, but more importantly about:
1) how to design and conduct a research project;
2) how to use design as a tool for problem solving and research outputs testing;
3) how can landscape architects make contribution for an interdisciplinary
issue.
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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1.2

Statement of research problem

Land subsidence is a geo-hazard which appeared as lowing land surface and
ground elevation dropping slowly. The main causal factors are human activity
and geological formation movement.
Land subsidence often happens in large coastal lowlands, in particular those
along estuaries and deltas. The soft ground and susceptible geological location make them become vulnerable areas. When land subsidence meets major
cities, it may forms serious environmental geological problems and leads to
disasters.

scrapers in Shanghai is increasing rapidly during last decade, which makes the
overload land sinking become even faster. (Epoch Times, 2004) Now the city
of Shanghai is facing a tough dilemma: on one hand the city surface subsidence has to be slowing down as much as possible which means groundwater
recharge has to be carried on; on the other hand the source for recharging is
competing with domestic water and the current way of artificial recharge is
energy intensive.

Shanghai is a megacity in China with a population of more than 19 million,
which suffering badly from land subsidence. The subsidence was already evident in 1921 and by 1965 it had reached a maximum of 2.5m up to even 3 m
at some localities. (Monjoie, Paepe, etc. 1992) The greatest subsidence happened between 1956 and 1959 with an annual rate of 98 mm. (Su and Hu,
1980)
Land subsidence and its secondary disasters form a typical disaster chain. The
secondary disasters mainly including:
1) damaging urban infrastructure;
2) increasing urban flood and waterlog threat;
3) groundwater quality and geological environment deterioration;
4) aggravation the damages caused by costal storm and sea level arising;
5) elevation lose. (Wang. R, 2009)
Therefore subsidence also results tremendous economic losses. According to
the news the economical lose add up to 60 billion Euro and made an average loss of 1 million Euro per millimetre’s sinking. (National Business Daily,
2007)
According to Monjoie and Paepe over withdraw of groundwater from the 60
to 80 meters deep aquifer beneath the city is the major cause of land subsidence in Shanghai (Monjoie, Paepe, etc. 1992), besides that the number of skyMitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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Figure1.1 Cities all around the world that suffering significant economic losses from land
subsidence. (THOMAS and IVAN, 1985)

Figure1.2 The city of Shanghai is situated in the vast low lying coastal plain bordering the East China Sea and characterized by the lower reach of the Changjiang
(Yangtze) River. The city is crossed by a tide influenced channel. The Huang Pu
River. (Monjoie, Paepe, etc. 1992)

Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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Shanghai, China

South Holland Province, The Netherlands

Population 19.2 millions in 2010

Population 3.45 millions in 2006

Figure1.3 A comparation between the city of Shanghai and the
province South Holland in The Netherlands.

Fig 1.4, 2010 Shanghai aerial photography (Fairy,2010)
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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1.3

Goals, hypothesis and research questions

1.4 Methodology

The main goal of our thesis is to seek for landscape architectonic solution to
mitigate Shanghai’s subsidence, ease its secondary damages, and to maximize
environmental and social profits by landscape designing. In the design process
we also integrate urban water management and problem solving, urban spatial
design, natural conservation and biodiversity enhancement etc.

This thesis follows “research by design” methodology. The research part focus on theory, training, accumulated knowledge and experience to generate
tentative ideas about problem solving. The design will constantly mend research direction. (Zeisel, 2006) Therefore the actual thesis process will be a
iterative process.

Base on this goal, our thesis hypothesis is that by making careful landscape
design and implementing proper municipal administration measures, Shanghai’s surface subsidence can be slowed down or even stopped; in the meantime a sustainable city development can still be guaranteed.

There are different philosophical assumptions about the nature of reality, epistemology, values, the rhetoric of research and methodology. (Creswell, 1994)
These philosophical ideas are mainly “hidden” in research but still influence
the practice. We choose pragmatic knowledge claims as our philosophical position. By doing so we can have freedom to choose methods, techniques and
procedures of research that best meet our study needs and purpose. It is also
suitable for mixed methods researchers.

This research consist key questions and sub questions. The key question is:
how to slow down or stop the land subsidence in Shanghai by a landscape architecture designing that can also enable the city’s sustainable development?
Then several sub questions are derived from the key question:
1.
What are the causes for land subsidence, its impacts from past to the
future, and the history of surface subsidence in Shanghai?
2.
What are the counter measures and techniques that can mitigate land
subsidence and how can we develop innovative landscape architectonic solutions for the problem?
3.
How to select proper study area from a huge megacity like Shanghai
that is representative enough for subsidence problem solving, has the potential
for an integrated landscape development but still within the working capacity
for a master thesis?

We are going to use mixed method for our research. A mixed method approach
is the combination of both quantitative and qualitative research and methods
in a research study. (Creswell, 2009) There are two reasons we choose mixed
method as our research strategy. Firstly, there are both quantitative and qualitative research questions in our research. Secondly, we can collect whatever
relevant data and information without limit our searching scope into one category.
Table 1.1 shows our overall research and design framework. In general this
methodology map can be divide into 4 parts: proposal, research, design and
reflection. Content of each part are described in later chapter.

4.
What will be the spatial, environmental and social consequences for
the site after we implement our subsidence mitigating design tools? How to
planning and design the landscape so that on one hand it can mitigate the subsidence problem, on the other hand it can still keeps its place identity, as well
as follows the original city urbanization planning as much as possible but in a
more sustainable and ecological way?
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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1.5 Data collection

Research Orientation
research objective + context
research gap
prolem identification
studies that addressed the problem
research purpose

Research Subject
key and sub questions
hypothesis
goal and sub goals

Data Collection

Case Study

quantitative
qualititative

Quantitative data gathering
Quantitative data are more based on statistical information. Most of quantitative data we collect are from scientific articles and documents, open to
public institutions such as SUPEC (Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Centre), Shanghai geological museum and Shanghai geological research centre.
Some other geographical information such as DEM data and satellite map
are from databases of SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission), ASTER
GDEM (ASTER Global Digital Elevation Model), hydroSHED (Hydrological data and maps based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales)
and Google map.

Data Analysis
landsape analysis (physical and cultural)
perception analysis (theoritical and pratical )

Best Possible Solution

Design Guidelines

Design Possibility

Theory Study

Landscape architects tend to collect data in a unique and combined way for
mixed method research. In our thesis both qualitative and quantitative data are
gathered in the data collection phase.

Design Inventory

Qualitative data gathering
Inventory Analysis

Design Alternative 2

Design Concepts

Design Alternative 1

List of criteria

Design Alternative ...

Qualitative method is equally important as quantitative methods for our research. The data we gather will consist of mainly public documents such as
newspaper articles and interviews as well as scientific literatures and documents. Advantage of this type of data is that it can provide historical and contemporary information. Beside these we also made a one month filed survey,
talked with experts and local people in order to reach a qualified knowledge
level and have a better understanding about specific site problems and public
perspective.

Best Alternative

Final Design

Reflection

Table 1.1 Research and design framework.
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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1.6 Chapter outlines

in Jiangwan and how to design for ecological conservation and bio-diversity.

Chapter 1 is introduction about the thesis topic, including research subjects
and aim, research problems, research questions, methodology, research framework and date collection method.

In chapter 8 design philosophy and concepts are described.

In chapter 2 our vision toward landscape architecture base on theories landscape architecture it self, landscape urbanism and ecosystem services are
introduced. We interpret and integrate these theories to form our theoretical
framework.

In chapter 10 four detail design for the campus, biological water plant, neighbourhood and purification wetland are elaborated.

In chapter 3 we analysis land subsidence phenomenon in Shanghai, its development history, impacts, causes and current counter measures. A case study
about how Taiwan fights against land subsidence is introduced, in the end of
chapter we find the solution which we are going to apply to mitigating land
subsidence.

In chapter 12 we summarize conclusions for our entire research and design,
and make reflection about our thesis process.

In chapter 9 the overall design and different systems are described.

In chapter 11 in this chapter we make evaluations for our design.

In chapter 4 this chapter begins with a brief introduction of urban hydrology
and the hydrological information in Shanghai. And then we explain the possibility and techniques of artificial groundwater recharge for mitigating land
subsidence. The Low Impact Development is introduced as method of protecting the hydrological system in city and new developing area, and two case
studies are given to explain how to apply these methods in projects.
In chapter 5 there is a general introduction about the city and specific study
area we selected. It also includes specific and detailed problems in the study
area Jiangwan. A systematic data analysis is conducted. The area’s major
characteristics are described.
In chapter 6 design models and scenarios that base on different priorities are
developed, described and evaluated, the best design model and scenario are
choose for the later design.
In chapter 7 we focus on keeping the unique ecological value in Jiangwan,
we first explain the importance of ecological conservation in our case . And
then we describe how the current constructions influence the eco-environment
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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CHAPTER

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
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2.1 Landscape architecture
The American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) offers the following
definition and application of the profession of landscape architecture:
"Landscape architecture is the profession which applies artistic and scientific
principles to the research, planning, design and management of both natural
and built environments. Practitioners of this profession apply creative and
technical skills and scientific, cultural and political knowledge in the planned
arrangement of natural and constructed elements on the land with a concern
for the stewardship and conservation of natural, constructed and human resources. The resulting environments shall serve useful, aesthetic, safe and enjoyable purposes." (ASLA, 2010)
And the international federation of landscape architects (IFLA) defines landscape architects as people who:

industrial and educational complexes; sports grounds, zoos, botanic gardens,
recreation areas and farms;
(d) conducting research, preparing scientific papers and technical reports, developing policy, teaching, and advising on aspects regarding landscape architecture such as the application of geographic information systems, remote
sensing, law, landscape communication, interpretation and landscape ecology; (IFLA, 2003)
In our case we as landscape architects will apply both scientific and artistic
principles to research and design for mitigating land subsidence in Shanghai.
During our research and design we will consider all the factors that are mentioned in above definition created by ASLA. We will also analyse the problem
in both regional and local levels, with an awareness of ecology, aesthetics,
culture and economics.

“conduct research and advise on planning, design and stewardship of the outdoor environment and spaces, both within and beyond the built environment,
and its conservation and sustainability of development. ” (IFLA, 2003)
Some of the tasks of landscape architects that are related to our thesis topic
including:
(a) developing new or improved theories, policy and methods for landscape
planning, design and management at local, regional, national and multinational levels;
(b) developing policy, plans, and implementing and monitoring proposals as
well as developing new or improved theories and methods for national parks
and other conservation and recreation areas;
(c) planning, design, management, maintenance and monitoring functional
and aesthetic layouts of built environment in urban, suburban, and rural areas
including private and public open spaces, parks, gardens, streetscapes, plazas, housing developments, burial grounds, memorials; tourist, commercial,
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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2.2 Landscape urbanism
Charles Waldheim describes landscape urbanism as “a disciplinary realignment currently underway in which landscape replaces architecture as the basic
building block of contemporary urbanism. Across a wide range of disciplines,
landscape has become both the lens through which the contemporary city is
represented and the medium through which it is constructed.” (Waldheim,
2006) Distinguish from remnants of old forms of urbanism, landscape urbanism is a concept that has an eager and inspiring voice, and forms a fundamental shift of thinking.
This new paradigm bringing together professional fields like architecture,
landscape architecture and planning, urban design and planning. In many
senses it also encourages designers to bring together the urban and the rural,
the natural and the cultural, small and large scale, public and private issues
etc. This concepts is constantly widening.
One of the main concerns about landscape urbanism is that many cities could
once boast of strong manufacturing and industrial zones now confront abandoned or contaminated and become “urban voids”. Landscape urbanism reconsiders and re-evaluates these voids by changing focus from buildings to
landscape in the design and development. The landscape urbanism approach:

orientation and aspect; the introduction of urban agriculture; and the multiple
uses of infrastructural utility corridors etc. (Ingnacio, 2001)
Gunilla Lindholm indicates “contextualization”, “complexity” and “contingency” are three basic characteristics of landscape urbanism. Contextualization means different professions focus on different objects and with specified delimitations; complexity is that designers have to find out ways to keep
the complexity throughout a project or a process. Contingency is to takes
into account not only keep the complexity within certain perceivable systems
but also think about arbitrariness what systems and phenomenon are actually
there. (Lindholm, 2008)
In a word, landscape urbanism can be seen as a way of introducing the abilities and competence of landscape architecture. An approach that unify scientific and artistic activities and ambitions to create possible solutions for sustainable human society. (Lindholm, 2008) The concept is broad, but it offers
a contemporary landscape ecological perspective and is helpful to generate
design principles for our thesis.

•
Recognizes that urban spaces are created and shaped by economic,
ecological and social systems, over time, and landscape urbanism encourages
a dynamic planning process rather than the finished “master plan”
•
Breaks down the opposition between natural and urban spaces and
recognizes that natural systems are at work even in densely built areas, and
•
Encourages the analysis and investigation of transitional and indeterminate landscapes within a complex urban fabric and global economic restructuring. (Durack, 2004)
Other key concerns of landscape urbanism including water system; planted
ecological patches and vegetation corridors; biodiversity; the consideration of
Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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2.3 Urban ecosystem services
Ecosystems are the plane’s life-support systems for human species and all
other forms of life. It can also be defined as “a set of interacting species and
their local, non-biological environment functioning together to sustain life.”
(Moll and Petit, 1994). Ecosystem services are defined as “the benefits human
population derives, directly or indirectly, from ecosystem functions.” (Costanza et al, 1997) and it contains 17 major categories of ecosystem services.
Human biology need food, water, clean air, shelter and relative stable climate.
Therefore ecosystem services are indispensable to well-being and health of
human being.
If we consider human being as part of nature, then cities can be regarded
as a global network of ecosystems, only immature due to features such as
their rapid growth and inefficient use of resources such as energy and water.
(Haughton and Hunter, 1994) It is also possible to define the city to several
individual ecosystems. According to Per and Swan, seven different urban ecosystems types are identified. They are street trees, lawn/parks, urban forests,
cultivated land, wetlands, lake/sea and streams. These are urban ecosystems
which we normally call natural, despite most of them are manipulated and
managed by man. (Per and Swan, 1999)

•
Noise reduction: noise from traffic, construction and other sources
creates health problems for people in urban areas. The distance of source of
noise is one key factor; the character of ground is another. Vegetation also
contributes to decrease noise level.
•
Rain water drainage: the built-up infrastructure results in alterations
of water flow compared to an equivalent rural catchment. In urban area a high
proportion of rainfall becomes surface-water runoff will results in increased
peak flood discharges, poor water quality and groundwater level decrease.
Vegetated areas can contribute to solving this problem through encouraging
vegetation evaportranspiration and rainwater infiltration.
•
Sewage treatment: natural system, mainly wetlands, can be used
to treat sewage water. The wetland plants and animals can assimilate large
amount of nutrients, as well as increasing biodiversity and lowering costs of
sewage treatment (Ewel, 1997).
•
Recreational and cultural values: the recreational aspects of urban
ecosystems are perhaps the highest valued ecosystem service in cities. These
ecosystems provide aesthetic and cultural values to the city, increasing the appearance of fauna and also have positive psychological function.

From the 17 groups of services listed by Costanza et al. (1997), six are considered to have a major importance in urban areas according to Per and Swan
(1999):
•
Air filtering: air pollution caused by transportation and heating of
buildings, can be reduces by vegetation. The reduction is primarily caused by
vegetation filtering pollution and particulates from the air and they are much
more efficient than water or open spaces.
•
Micro-climate regulation, at street and city level: local climate and
even weather are affected by the city, including air temperature increasing,
solar radiation reduced and wind speed lowered down. All natural ecosystems
in urban areas can help to reduce these differences.

Mitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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S t r e e t Lawns/ U r b a n C u l t i tree
parks
forest
vated
land
Air fil- X
X
X
tering
Micro X
X
X
climate
regulation
Noise X
X
X
reduction
RainX
X
water
drainage
Sewage
treatment
R e c - X
X
X
reation/
cultural
values

W e t - Stream
land
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lakes/
sea

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Table 2.1 Each individually ecosystem generates different services simultaneously. Every
individual value might be small, but the total value of urban ecosystems is potentially significant. (Per and Swan, 1999)

To sum up, ecosystem services contribute to the quality of urban life. Global
ecosystem services and local ecosystem services are both essential for urban
citizens’ survival. For cities that are undergoing a rapid urbanization process,
it is important that urban ecosystems services are valued and fully appreciated
by decision makers, landscape architects and urban planners for creating a
resource-efficient city design.
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CHAPTER

3 LAND SUBSIDENCE

Figure3.1 Amount of land subsidence in different periods from 1921 to 1976. (BOARD, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

3.1 History of land subsidence in Shanghai
Since 1921, the surface of Shanghai began to sink first from the city centre
due to rapid industrial development. (figure 3.1) However, this phenomenon
is barely noticed by people since China was caught in warfare. It has kept a
steady sinking rate in the following 30 years, which is approximately 23.3 mm
per year.
After 1949, the subsidence became faster and also expanded from city centre.
Since the People Republic of China was founded, a quick urbanization process
started in Shanghai, the city’s population increased rapidly. Two groundwater
extraction spots in east and west of city became two centers for subsidence,
they formed two V shape low-lying lands.(figure 3.1) From 1957 to 1961, the
annual subsidence rate almost reaches 200mm.

development slowed down and amount of groundwater extraction was also
decreased. Therefore part of surface in Shanghai even lifted (figure 3.1). .
The culture revolution stopped in 1976. After that the city once again began
to develop and expand. Therefore the amount of groundwater use has raised
and the city began to sink again. However, the sinking speed is much slower
than before. As shown in figure 3.1, from 1980 to 1995, the whole Shanghai
region subsided from 25mm to 225mm. Most of subsidence happened in urban area along the north costal line and along the Huangpu River. The most
subsidence areas are old city centre, bund and Lu Jia Zui high-rise cluster, the
total amount is about 225mm, the annual amount in those areas also reaches
15mm. The Jiangwan district near the fist turning corner of Huangpu River
also subside for 150mm which is outnumber its surroundings.

After 1965 some counter measures such as groundwater recharge and extraction layer control have taken place. During the Cultural Revolution the city’s
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Figure 3.3 Amount of subsidence for different typical benchmarks in city center duration
curve. (Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

Figure 3.2 Amount of land subsidence in Shanghai, from 1980 – 1995, (Board, S.G.E.A.E,
2002)
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3.2 Impacts and damages caused by land subsidence
Typical benchmarks
0-253 (Huangpu
park)
0-282 (Nanjing
and Shanxi road
intersection)
0-301 (Jiaozhou
and Xinzha road
intersection)
0-283 (Xikang
and Xinzha road
intersection)
0-293 (Nanjing
and Taixing road
intersection)
0-264 (Beijing
and Xizang road
intersection)

Amount of subsidence (mm)
1921 - 1965
-1031

1966 - 1973

1974 - 2000

-1934

+29

-175

-2034

+29

-171

-2169

+28

-178

-2367

+31

-2629

+15

-250

Table 3.1 Amount of subsidence for different typical benchmarks in city centre. (BOARD,
S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

Therefore the land subsidence periods in Shanghai can be divided into two
main phases: from 1921 to 1965 as land subsidence period, among this period
the year from 1957 to 1961 as rapid subsidence period. From 1966 until now
as subsidence controlling period, among it 1966 to 1976 as surface bouncing
period, and 1977 till now as slightly subsidence period. (Board, S.G.E.A.E,
2002)

Basic characteristics
According to Ruobai (2009), the impacts and damages caused by land subsidence have four basic characteristics:
•
Slowly release: land subsidence is a slow process. it is difficult to be
noticed in short time period, and it is often too late when people realize the
subsidence phenomenon because the subsidence has been accumulated for
long time. To mitigate this problem, the underground system has to be rebalanced, but it is also a slow and complicate process.
•
Irreversible: lots of experiments shows aquifers are hard to recover
from dehydration. That is because the underground water basin is a relatively
close system. The balance of the system is destroyed by external forces (e.g.
groundwater extraction). The speed for substance exchange is extremely slow
inside this system, so groundwater recharge cannot entirely solve the problem, therefore the subsidence is an irreversible process.
•
Sin and punishment: from disaster physics point of view, land subsidence is a punishment for unsuited human activities. It is a typical case for
destroying natural ecological environment balance and gain punishment. In
a word, human activities destroyed the complicated balance between underground sedimentations and groundwater recycle, result in land subsidence.
•
Disaster chain: land subsidence and its secondary disasters form a typical disaster chain, which including various types of chain such as cause and
effect chain and homology chain. The overall disaster chain is shown in figure
3.4.
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Figure 3.4, land subsidence disaster and secondary disasters chain, its environmental, economic and social impacts. (Ruobai, 2009)
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Figure 3.5 The uneven subsidence leads to road surface craze
(Office, S. D. U. G. S. 2008)
Figure3.6 Building that build on natural foundation is
cracking due to uneven surface subsidence (Office, S.
D. U. G. S. 2008)

Figure 3.7 Residential quarter balcony deformation in Putuo district due to subsidence and underground construction. Residents have to use wooden planks to hold the wall.
(Shuping, 2009)

Major secondary damages

Figure 3.8 Residential building foundation cracking in
Zhongxiang Longbai neighbourhood due to underground
uneven subsidence, Shanghai. (Zhaojun, 2009)

As mentioned in introduction chapter, there are 5 types of major secondary damages caused by land
subsidence (Ruobai, 2009):
Damaging urban infrastructure: land subsidence in Shanghai once serious damaged the city’s infrastructure. Near the groundwater funnel deformation area, uneven subsidence results in surface architecture dehisces, underground pipe network damage, which negatively impact the urban life and
manufacture. Major construction projects such as dams and bridges construction were harmed because
of losing elevation.
Figure 3.5 - 3.12 show the city infrastructure damaged by land subsidence, the road is crazing. Walls
and ground cracking were found in several different residential quarters.

Figure 3.9 Developers reinforcing buildings foundations that are subsiding in Qingpu district, Shanghai.
(Haoran, 2010)
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Increasing urban flooding and waterlog threat
Land subsidence in Shanghai has significant impacts on the city’s flooding
protection. Long developed subsidence formed gigantic “V” shape lowland
in city centre, some part of the region is already lower than the average tidal
level of Huangpu river (3.22m). (Office, S. D. U. G. S. 2008) What’s more,
land subsidence is causing flood control facilities losing their elevation, which
reduce their flooding control ability.
In the graphic below we can see from 1950 the city surface keeps subsiding,
in contrast the tidal level for Huangpu river and flood defence criteria are
constantly increasing.

Figure 3.11 The flood defence walls were heighten constantly. In this picture three parts of
different flood defense wall that constructed in different time periods can be identified. (OFFICE, S. D. U. G. S. 2008)

Figure3.10 Duration curve for Shanghai average ground level, Huangpu river tide level and
flood defence criteria. (Quanlong, 2006)

Figure3.12 Part of flood defence wall near Dongjiadu harbour collapsed due to foundation
sinking caused by subway construction and land subsidence on July 3rd, 2003. (Hongzhao,
2003)
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Groundwater quality and geological environment deterioration: because
of over extraction of ground water, the natural groundwater recycle is interrupted. Shanghai is a costal city, some of its underground layers are connect
to the ocean. Over extraction of ground water speed up both the vertically and
horizontal sea water encroachment, which endanger groundwater quality.
Aggravate the damages caused by costal storm and sea level arising: the
frequency of street waterlog is also increasing due to subsidence. According
to Quanlong (2006), the frequency of rain storm almost doubled in 1990s
compared to 1980s. The land subsidence together with sea level arising result
in flood defense facilities elevation lose, land subsidence also damage the
drainage system, leads to lower drainage capacity and makes the situation
even worse.
Elevation lose: Shanghai is located in a decline costal, most of its land is
formed by historical river and sea sedimentation. Because the sedimentation
speed is faster than subsidence, land was formed. Nowadays human activities
and urbanization process have decrease the speed of forming natural sedimentation, which aggravate land subsidence and leads to irreversible elevation
lose.
Elevation lose results in massive water logging ponds, they are distributing
traffic, increasing the cost for agriculture and industrial production, also make
drainage more difficult. In another word, ground elevation is a type of territorial resources, the damages caused by land subsidence also mean nation’s
territorial resource lose.
Economic losses
According to Zhengqiang, et al. (2002) land subsidence cause tremendous
economic losses. During 1921 to 2000, the number have reached 289.8 billion RMB, which is approximately 32.2 billion Euros. The average annual
lost reaches 4 billion Euros. The losses for land subside for 1mm is about 153
million RMB(17 million Euros). The major part of economic losses is from
indirect lose, which is about 95% of overall losses.

Figure 3.13 flooding inside Shanghai on August 2nd, 2009caused by storm rain. (Rong and
Zhenyu, 2009)
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3.3 Subsidence causes and analysis
In order to mitigate and prevent future subsidence, it is essential to identify
influencing factors that lead to subsidence. According to Zhengsong, et. al
(2009), the influencing factors can be divide into human factors and natural
factors, which is illustrated below:

Figure 3.14 Hierarchic diagram of land subsidence causes.

In the following text main factors are described and analysed to test how much
these factors affect subsidence.
Land subsidence, rainfall and evaporation capacity
According to Shanghai's Meteorological Bureau the average anural rainfall in
Shanghai is about 1,000 to 1,200 mm, the average anural evaporation capacity is more or less equals with the rainfall capacity. From figure3.15 We can
see their growth trends are also similar in recent years, therefore we conclude
the effects come from both precipitation and evaporation for subsidence are
neutralized.

Figure3.15 Evaporation and rainfall capacity curve for Shanghai (SMB, 2005)
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Land subsidence and surface construction
The rapid urban infrastructure development in Shanghai’s city centre becomes
a new reason for the city’s subsidence in recent years. Zhengsong. et al. compared the amount of subsidence and construction areas in four typical city
districts in Shanghai, which is listed below:
Before 1960 1960 - 1970 1970 - 1980 1980 - 1990
Lujiazui
524
80
157
394
district
Xujiahui
680
72
175
230
district
Zhongyuan
347
51
157
278
district
Changqiao
285
20
131
231
district
Table 3.2 Typical districts building area in Shanghai, unit:105m2 (Zhengsong, et. al, 2009)

Lujiazui district
Xujiahui district
Zhongyuan district
Changqiao district

1960-1970
3
21.3
13.7

1970-1980
35.2
31.6
44.9

1980-1990
125.6
71.8
151.4

-

29.2

79.5

Table 3.3 Amount of land subsidence in typical districts in Shanghai, unit: mm (Zhengsong,
et. al, 2009)

From these two tables it is easy to identify there is a correspondence between
subsidence amount and building area. From 1980s the building area in these
districts were doubled compare to 1970s, so as the amount of subsidence. In
1990s the building area increased 6 to 7 times compare to 1970s, the subsidence amount also increased rapidly. In 1970s there was little area under construction, as mentioned before the city surface even rebounded, that is another
reason to explain the rebound in 1970s.
Another proof that build area do affect subsidence is in 1990s the Lujiazui and
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Thus surface construction do accelerate subsidence.
Both building area and building space ratio increasing will speed up subsidence phenomenon, centralize and dispersive constructions can lead to different
results.

Figure3.16 Shanghai, near 5000 high-rises under construction - every year they have to build more highrise space than all
the office space on Manhattan, in order to accommodate the population boom (Fairy, 2010)

Zhongyuan district were having accelerated urban construction and in Xujiahui and Changqiao district the speed was slower, therefore their amount of subsidence also divided, there are 12 to 15 mm
per year for Xujiazui and Zhongyuan districts and 7 to 6 mm for Xujiahui and Changqiao districts
respectively.
According to Quanlong (2006), the building space ratio and construction site preparation are also affecting local subsidence. Construction site treatments can destroy the balance of soil if there are sand
layers saturated with water or soft muddy layers on site. That is because of condensation deformation
happened both in upper clay and under aquifer layers.
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Land subsidence and groundwater
A lot of literatures have indicate ground water over extraction is the main
cause for the land subsidence in Shanghai. In order to proof this issue, a
graphic was made to analysis the relationship between subsidence, amount of
groundwater extraction and recharge.

One thing worth mention is that during 1966 to 1971 the total surface bounce
reached 18.1mm, with an anural of 3 mm. As we indicated before the land
subsidence is a irreversible process, why in this time period the land was
lifted? According to Zhengsong (2009) there are two main reasons. The first
reason is during that period the groundwater extraction was reduced, and artificial recharge was increased, this leads to groundwater level arise in underground aquifers. The second and the primary reason is that before 1965
the land was subsided a lot. Inside the quaternary period groundwater level
there are few layers that can be further compressed. But after 1971 despite
the recharge amount was increasing, groundwater was extracted from deeper
layers, therefore rebound and subsidence happened in different layers, if we
only talk about isolated layer, it can stop sinking when reaching the maximum
sinking point, but the subsidence process is still irreversible.
rain fall

extraction
Figure3.17 Duration curves about amount of land subsidence, groundwater extraction and
recharge in Shanghai from 1961 to 2001. (Zhengsong, et. al, 2009)

Groundwater extraction in Shanghai has a long history. Early in 1921 land
subsidence due to this reason already began to emerge. The sinking speed
reached the top in 1950s, the annual subsidence was larger than 110mm. From
the above duration curve we can see after 1966 the amount of extraction has
largely reduced, subsidence was also controlled. From 1966 to 1977 there was
even a rebound. From 1977 to 1995 the extraction amount kept at 8000 to
10000 m3, the anural subsidence is about 10mm. After 1995 there was a significant increase of extraction, therefore the anural subsidence also reach 20mm.
The correlation factor between subsidence and extraction reaches 0.915. After
calculation, the subtraction between extraction and recharge influence 60% of
subsidence. (Zhengsong, et. al, 2009)

infiltration

groundwater
in aquifer

rain fall

extraction
increase
groundwater
in aquifer decrease

surface sink
infiltration
decrease

Figure3.18 Land subsidence due to groundwater extraction and urban expansion mechanism.
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Shanghai underground water is mainly pore water stored in loose and porous
rock. Carbonate karst water and fissure water are distributed in a small scale.
The pore water can be divide into 5 different aquifers according to its formation period, causes and water characteristics. Aquifers above the 3rd aquifer
(120 ~ 150m depth) are called shallow water, under it are called deep water.
As mentioned before groundwater extraction and recharge affect land subsidence heavily. In fact which layer to extract and where to recharge also matters.
Aquifer

Soil type

Depth:m

I

Fine sand

~35

Thickness: SDC: m3/
m
hm
0-20
1.5-2.0

Table 3.4 Shanghai underground soil layers (Quanlong, 2006)

II

60-75

20-30

10-30

Land subsidence and underground aquifers

III

90-130

10-50

10-20

In order to study the relationship between subsidence and aquifer changes, it
is necessary to have a general understanding about Shanghai’s groundwater
environment: its geology and hydrogeology conditions.

IV

Sand, cobble and
gravel
Coarse
sand
Fluvial
sand
Fluvial
sand

160-180

20-70

20-30

~250

15-90

0.5-5.0

There are several stratums under Shanghai that were formed in ancient time.
Here we only describe the quaternary period which is most recent and relevant for us. Since the Late Cenozoic, Shanghai region belongs to a slowly
subsidence area. Sedimentations consist of clay and sand formed a layer with
the thickness of 200 to 320 meters. In general this sedimentation can be divide into two parts. The under part between underground 145 to 320 meters
is mainly yellow-brownish, mix with variegated clay and off-white sand, is
called Variegated bed, they are early Pleistocene sedimentations. The part
above 145 meters is called grey bed, it consists of mainly grey clay, mix with
a few variegated clay and sand. They belong to ocean and land transition sedimentations in the medium Pleistocene. (Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002) The upper
75m depth of soil has the closest relation with human’s activities.

V

Remarks
Connected
to aquifer
II at some
places

From above figure we can see the general changing trend. For extraction,
Table 3.5 The soil type, thickness and specific discharge capacity (SDC) of the aquifers in
Shanghai (J.C.Chai et al, 2004)
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was conducted in all 4 different confined aquifers. In contrary in suburbs areas
most of recharge water was pumped into the 2nd and the 4th aquifer.
The shifting in aquifer layers is because before 1965 people drilled wells to
extract the shallow water, but these shallow water are easy to be polluted
and the water quality went bad gradually, those wells were abandoned at last.
These uncontrolled extraction also induced subsidence. After 1965 the city of
Shanghai began to extract deep water which has a better water quality, and
now it remains the main water source for the extraction. The 2nd aquifer consists sand, cobble and gravel, and it is the most venerable aquifer layer among
all five. (Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

Figure3.19 Average groundwater extraction and recharge percentages from different confined aquifers in Shanghai. (Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

in 1960s more than 30% of extracted groundwater is from the 2nd confined
aquifer. From 1970s this proportion was largely decreased to about 10%. In
contrast the 4th confined aquifer became the largest source for extraction. In
1990s almost 60% of total amount of groundwater is extracted from the 4th
confined aquifer.
For groundwater recharge, in general from 1960s to 1990s groundwater recharge proportion in different confined aquifers have not changed much.
About 50% of recharged water was pumped into the 2nd confined aquifer,
and one third was pumped into the 4th aquifer. According to the groundwater
recharge distribution map, the city center and Pudong new district recharging
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3.4 Current counter measures
Actions were taken from 1960s to control land subsidence in Shanghai. The
measures mainly including engineering measures and policy measures, such
as artificial recharge, groundwater use plan, extraction layer shifting, planning
for annual pumping etc.
Groundwater artificial recharge
Artificial utilization of reclaimed water into the underground may increase
groundwater resources quantity. Now there are two common methods, well
injection and surface leakage. Surface leakage is to build retention water
structure above ground that has a good water permeability, to use water gravity finish the infiltration. Injection is to repressing confined aquifer systems by
injecting water through recharge wells. Now the city of Shanghai is mainly
use the second way, river water is the main resource for recharging, most
of recharging are conduct in winter time since the groundwater needs a low
water temperature and during winter factories are not operating and the river
water is cold. From 1965 to 2000 the total recharge water reached 200 million
m3. (Quanlong, 2006)
The effect of groundwater artificial recharge is notable. After artificial carried
on from 1965 the subsidence has reduced significantly. However, from our
study we notice main rivers in city area are all polluted with varying degree,
injecting the surface water without treatment will harm groundwater quality.
It is regent for the city to find clean recharge sources, this problem will be
elaborated in later chapter.

Figure3.20 Shanghai annual groundwater recharge amount from 2002 – 2006 (SWB, 2006)

Groundwater use plan
Groundwater is consumed for both industry and living. From 1964 the city
already began to limit groundwater use, using artificial cooling facilities substitute groundwater. Below figure shows the anural extraction amount reduced
from 9.6 million m in 2002 to 5.7 million m in 2006. After 1966 groundwater
use scheme was made every year, trying to balance the groundwater use and
artificial recharge, extracting groundwater without causing much subsidence.

Figure3.21 Shanghai annual groundwater extraction amount from 2002 – 2006 (SWB, 2006)
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Changing groundwater extraction aquifer
Experiments show that the shallow soil layer within 75m depth can be compressed easily after groundwater extraction. Thus the major pumping aquifer
layer in Shanghai have shifted from the first and second aquifers to the 4th
and 5th aquifers. Good feedbacks came from adjusting pumping layers, 5mm
land subsidence decrease every year was achieved because of this. (Quanlong,
2006)
Subsidence study and monitoring
Shanghai is the first city made research and monitoring subsidence in China.
Since 1962 Shanghai geology and mineral resources bureau began a survey
for hydrogeology and engineering geology in Shanghai city and suburbs region. Now a subsidence levelling monitoring network has been established,
which consists of 17 benchmarks on bedrock, 42 fixed points and more than
500 long period groundwater level, quality and temperature inspection wells.
(Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002) Results come from measurements and monitoring is
the base to formulate anti-subsidence policies and regulations. The following
image shows the measure result using permanent scattered InSAR technique.
Figure3.22 Deformation map for Shanghai city centre between the period 6th June 1992 to
20th November 2001, more than 21000 PS were extracted with deformation rates falling
within interval -12mm/yr. and +1 mm/yr.( Daoah-Afari & Ding, 2010)

Administrative laws and regulations
In 1963 the first law regarding to land subsidence, “Shanghai deep wells control regulations” was published in people’s committee meeting. It says subsidence should be controlled and groundwater use should be limited. The latest
law is “Shanghai land subsidence prevention and administration measures”
in 2006 published by Shanghai Municipal People’s Government. It regulates
how to monitoring and planning for subsidence, evaluate the dangerous level,
extractors are responsible for recharging, recharging water quality requirements, how to protect monitoring and recharge facilities etc. (Government, S.
M. P. S. 2006)
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3.5 A case study in Taiwan

Industrial guidance

The coastal region in Southwest of Taiwan (Zhanghua, Yunlin, Jiayi and Pingdong region) has land subsidence problem as well. The subsidence is caused
by soil salinization and over extraction groundwater for industrial and domestic use. The subsidence has leads to waterlog, deepening soil salinization and
infrastructures damages. The amount of extraction in Taiwan region reached
7.14 billion m3 in 1991 which is largely outnumber the injection amount (4
billion m3). At that time the maximum subsidence reached 2.92m (in Jiadong
region, Pingdong Province), with a total subsidence area of 1057 km 2. (Qiwen, 2000) In order to fight against subsidence, Taiwan people formulated a
serious of measures.

The primary aim is to promote industrial water conservation. (Improving industrial water use efficiency, set up dedicated industrial water supply system)
Guiding and compensating local industry transform into low potable water
depended industry. Encourage water recycle and reuse to reduce the demand
for groundwater.

LSPRP
“Land subsidence prevention and reclamation policy” (LSPRP) was published by the Water Resources Agency (WRA), Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Construction and Planning Administration, Ministry of Interior and
Fisheries Administration, Council of Agriculture. The policy was approved on
2nd Nov, 1995. (Song, C.H. et. al, 2005) The main prevention policy can be
divided into 4 general topics. These strategies and tasks are briefly presented
below. (Qiwen, 2000)
Integrated planning for water and land use in subsidence region
To limit and control groundwater use is only a temporary solution. Land subsidence should become the incentive for appropriate land use and development. The overall planning should takes multiple aspects such as ecological and environmental conservation, urban planning, industrial development,
leisure and tourism development, water source into account. The planning
should base on local objective circumstance, apply various land use methods,
evaluate subsidence situation, formulate relevant norms and regulations in
order to ensure a sustainable land use and development in subsidence region.

Reinforcing groundwater control and water resource planning
Besides reduce groundwater extraction, actions should be taken to encourage surface water development to meet local water demands. Accelerating
groundwater and surface water conjunction strategies.
Public education
One major task of the plan is to strengthening public education. This including publication of educational materials for land subsidence prevention and
reclamation, and periodically holding public hearings, training courses and
seminars to encourage public participation in the plan. The goal is to inform
people the background, causes and damages caused by land subsidence, and
encouraging water conservation.
Major projects and achievements
By the end of the first phase of the plan (the year 2000) there were already
some accomplishments. According to their subsidence monitoring network,
the total subsidence area reduced from 1057kmm2 to 865 km2. Subsidence rate
slowed down and closed to 0 in some regions.
The groundwater extraction reduced from 7.14 billion m3 before implementation to 5.72 billion m3 in 1999. The Ministry of Economic Affairs announced
to subsidence region that the land feedback money is dispensed if farmers
decide to develop low potable water industry.
White water lake is one case for subsidence region reclamation. The Jiayi
county government worked on develop outdoor recreation area around the
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lake and accessing impacts on local environment. 2,634 illegal wells were
closed by governments. (Qiwen, 2000)
For water conservation, water consumption of aquaculture industries was restricted through production control. Fishpond area reduced from 42,000 hectares to 22,000 hectares and many of them were converted to recreational
facilities. Lots of studies about improve the efficiency of aquaculture water
use were carried on and recycle purify water for aquaculture was studied.
(Qiwen, 2000)
For industrial water management a team named “Industrial Water Use Task
Force” was set up to guide coastal industries to implement effective water
conservation measures, they established standards for rational water use in
factories, reviewed water use plan for them. They also helped with planning
and implementing new surface or alternative water supply systems instead of
groundwater to supplies coastal industries. (Song, C.H. et. al, 2005)
For solving the waterlog problem during raining seasons various drainage
systems updating and reconstructions were carried on. Space and channels
for water were claimed, some new dikes and retaining walls were built or
heightened.
According to Song, C.H et. al (2005) land subsidence is basically controlled by
the end of the first phase. The next step is to focus on preserving and enhancing the land value and the living quality of the citizens in all land subsidence
affected regions. Taiwan’s case can be a good reference for Shanghai, because
land subsidence is not only a geological hazard but a complex system engineering. It brings risks but also opportunities for improving spatial planning,
infrastructure design and construction and environmental conservations.

3.6 Conclusions
After a comprehensive study and analysis about land subsidence, conclusions
were drawn to summarize crucial points in this part:
•
The city of Shanghai had gone through rapid subsidence period and
now in a period of slightly subsiding. Nevertheless the problems are still serious since land subsidence is a irreversible process.
•
Land subsidence in Shanghai leads to damaging urban infrastructure,
increasing flood, waterlog, costal storm and sea level arising threats, groundwater and geological environment deterioration and territorial resources lose.
These form a disaster chain exert widely environmental, economic and social
negative impacts.
•
Causes of subsidence including both human and natural factors. In
Shanghai surface construction loads increasing and groundwater over extraction are major human factors lead to subsidence, among them groundwater
over extraction contributes the most.
•
The city of Shanghai has putted in large efforts to control subsidence.
Engineering measures mainly including subsidence monitoring, groundwater artificial recharge, making groundwater use scheme and shifting extraction aquifer layer. The city also formulated a serious of laws, regulations and
norms to control subsidence.
•
The city of Shanghai is mainly focus on engineering solutions but
despised subsidence prevention is a complex system engineering that also
related to spatial planning, urban infrastructure design, environmental conservation etc. Taiwan’s case can be a good reference for Shanghai, they use subsidence as incentive for better land use and development. Besides engineering
methods they also focused on integrated land and water planning, industrial
restructuring and water conservation. Landscape architects and landscape
planners can contribute greatly for above mentioned disciplines.
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4

CHAPTER
URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT FOR
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE

Introduction
According to the analysis in previous section, water plays a vital role in land
subsidence in Shanghai. Working as landscape architects on this problem,
what we can do is to use landscape design and planning as strategies, creates
more opportunities to recycle and reuse water, and finally use suitable water
resource in groundwater recharge.
Starting with a brief introduction of hydrology cycle in urban area, this section will elaborate a sustainable water management scenario we established
based on the situation in Shanghai and the problem of land subsidence we
try to solve. The main points are collecting available water sources in urban
area, purified in certain purification systems and finally use it in groundwater
recharge. Rainwater harvesting would be the main method of recycle, and
groundwater recharge would be the main usage of reuse. The practice of ‘Low
Impact Development’ will be a example of how to combine functional landscape design with new town development process in city planning. To achieve
the target, ‘Low Elevation Greenbelt’ could be one of the methods of rainwater harvesting and also for natural groundwater recharge. Artificial wetlands
could be used to purify rainwater and grey domestic wastewater, and then the
purified water could be used for artificial groundwater recharge. Briefly some
case studies will be mentioned after each theme to give a better understanding.

The urban hydrologic system includes both natural system and urban infrastructure. In natural system, urban aquifers are therefore not only natural
reservoirs but also media between natural and artificial hydrological cycles.
(Welty, et al. 2007) In natural cycle, the effect of evaporation and evapotranspiration bring water from open water body, ground surface and vegetation
leaves to atmosphere and through precipitation back to hydrology system. In
artificial cycle, groundwater withdraws for water supply and wastewater flow
through sewage pipe to sewage treatment works. Due to increasing of impervious surfaces in urban area, more runoff is formed and less water infiltrate
into aquifer, bring consequence including: high pressure in sewer, insufficient
of groundwater recharge and more possibility of urban flooding in short time.
(see Fig 4.1)

4.1 Urban hydrology
4.1.1 General information
Water is the life source for all species on earth, and also plays a very important role in balance between biosphere and geographical sphere. In the natural
hydrological cycle, precipitation, infiltration, runoff, storage and evaporation
are included in one natural process. Urbanization, carried out by human being, changed natural hydrological cycle spectacularly. Due to more and more
pavement and building roof occupy the ground surface; less rainwater can
permeate into aquifer, which decreases the amount of natural groundwater
recharge. And the increasing roof and pavement also lead to more runoff in
rainy days because less green area can absorb rainwater, which give high pressure to drainage facility and may cause urban flood.

Fig. 4.1 The urban hydrologic system. Source: Welty, et al. (2007) * RO: runoff, E: evaporation, P: precipitation, ET: evapotranspiration.
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4.1.2 Water resource and water use in Shanghai
As we already know, Shanghai is a high-populated metropolis located on
Yangtze River delta. Although the amount of surface water in Yangtze River
is abundant, the usage is even higher due to the huge population and industrial
demand.
The water resources per capita share of Shanghai is 184.62 m3, which is only
8.4% of the standard in China (2,200 m3) and 2.5% of the world (7,300 m3).
(Wang. 2010) In Shanghai, the proportion of water use is 15% in agriculture, 68% in industry and 16% in domestic use and 1% for the others. (Yuan
and Rachard, 2005) And in this 16% of domestic use water, 39% of it is for
Shower and washing, 30% for kitchen use and 26% for toilet flush. (Jiang,
et al. 2007)
The water shortage in Shanghai is so severe and the request for groundwater
recharge is so urgent, Where by aquifers are frequently over-exploited and
polluted can be addressed in long term by increased reuse of wastewater and
rainwater harvesting.
4.1.3 Rainfall condition
In the report of Zhou and Yang (2001) the average annual rainfall in Shanghai
is 1158.9mm and 75.2% of rainfall appears in flood season, which is between
May and October.
In 2007, surface runoff amount is 27.96 x 109 m and rainfall reached 1162.9
mm. (Shanghai Water Authority. 2007)
3

They also indicate that in past 40years, the total amount of rainfall increase in
urban area in Shanghai is 1.5 times as high as in rural area, which forms the
so called ‘Urban rainy island effect’.
4.2 Groundwater recharge and aquifer recovery
Groundwater recharge is a hydrological process when water moves downward from surface water to ground water. Normally this process happened via
vadose zone below plant roots and is often expressed as a flux to the water
table surface. Nowadays this process is carried out artificially in some cities

in order to supply ground water quickly and plentifully, in this way to recover
over-extracted aquifers and retard land subsidence and salt water encroachment.
4.2.1 Recharge methods
Currently there are two methods for artificial groundwater recharge. The first
one is land surface flooding recharge. In this method water is spread on land
surface and absorbed by soil slowly. This method is mainly carried out in low
land, river bed, channels, meadow, pond and other hydraulic structure. By
regular water input and water retention on ground surface, and use the water
head between surface water and groundwater to increase the reserves of aquifer. (Lin and Tian, 2010) The advantage of ground surface flooding recharge
is that it can be used in different environment with simple facilities and low
investment; it can be easily managed and cleaned, and a high infiltration rate
can be expected. The disadvantage is that it takes large area and the infiltration
amount is limited by geographical and topographical condition. And in some
dry region, evaporation cause a huge lose of recharging water. According to
Lin and Tian, the ground surface flooding recharge should be carried out on
place with permeable surface above ground and thick aquifer underground;
the recharge-receiving aquifer should be wide distributed and rich in voidage; the infiltration area should not be too close to building and the quality of
recharge water should meet certain standard. (see table 4.1)
The second method is recharge well injection(see Fig4.4), in which water
is pressed into aquifer through high pressured well. (Zhu and Gu, 2005)The
advantage of this method is that it can recharge water in deeper aquifer and
the operation efficiency is not limited by geographical and climatic condition
so it can be widely used, especially in urban area with high density of building. (Lin and Tian, 2010) And the disadvantage appears to be that it cost high
investment and require for higher water quality. Besides, the facilities need to
be well miantained to prevent the pipes from blockage.
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4.2.2 Factors of recharge efficiency
For groundwater recharge, both surface flooding recharge and high-pressure well can operate successfully. The recharge amount of high-pressure well is depend
on the well type and depth of well. While the surface system, the lower the existing aquifer is, the better the surface recharge could perform. Zhang and Li also
indicate that based on the same permeability, vegetation coverage rate, depth of greenbelt and type of vegetation influence recharge efficiency most. A community
of ‘grass-bush-tree’ performs best in all kinds of greenbelts in water retention, and a green rate of at least up to 30% is required in certain region for water retention
and infiltration. (Zhang and Li. 1999)
DOC
3

AOX
0.03

NH
1

NO345

Cl
120

F
0.8

Na
110

SO4
125

As
0.05

Ba
1

Cd
0.01

Cr
0.05

Cu
1

Fe
0.3

Pb
0.05

Mn
0.05

Hg
0.005

Se
0.01

Ag
0.05

Table4.1 Proposed standard for recharge water quality in’ land surface flooding recharge .( Lin and Tian, 2010)

Fig4.2 Example of surface flooding recharge. Source: http://www.hwcc.gov.cn/pub/hwcc/
wwgj/xwzx/rby/201012/W020101224317955914310.jpg

Fig 4.3 Iillustration of flooding infiltration effect in a infiltration pond. (Jian and Yun, 2003).
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Beside these, the soil type also influences recharge efficiency. Coarse sands
and gravels outcrop are where surface artificial recharge systems would be
more efficient. For example, in a wide belt around the western margin of the
North China Plain, when conducting artificial groundwater recharge using
surface system, a high infiltration rates of 5m/ day can be archieved. While
in coarser areas with clayey sands and silty sands, the infiltration rate is only
0.2m/ day. (Anon. 2003)

4.2.3 Source of recharge water
The artificial recharge in Shanghai city started from 1965, at that time people
use deep well injection to the aquifer at 60-260 meters underground. In the
beginning most source of recharged water is supplied from Huangpu River,
later people start to use purified wastewater instead. (Zhu and Gu, 2005) Recent research indicate that rainwater harvesting has a great possibility and
necessity for groundwater recharge but it is not well developed in China yet.
(Li, et al. 2002) Fig 4.5 shows three major water source for recharge and the
proposed overall flow in purification and infiltration system.
Basically rainwater should be the first choose because its high availability and
normally the water quality is better than river water and domestic wastewater. And from the previous water management experience that currently river
water is the main source to supply water system in Shanghai, so it could be
the second choose. The last choose would be grey domestic waste. There is a
great potential of using treated grey water in infiltration but it requires more
carefully treatment in a water plant. In Figure.5.38 we explain how these water sources should be treated differently and finally transfered to the infiltration area to recharge in aquifer.
4.2.4 Possible negative consequences of groundwater recharge

Fig 4.4 The up-ground part of a recharge well in Jiading district, Shanghai.
Source: http://www.sigs.com.cn/geolib/chapter.aspx?flag=2

Groundwater recharge also bring with negative consequence. Recent research
shows that unapt groundwater recharge is causing groundwater pollution.
(Zhu and Zhang, 2005) Due to inobservant control of water quality in former
time, groundwater has been polluted by recharged water in some place in
Shanghai. This is a caution for the future operation of groundwater recharge
that chemical index in sampling should be supervised carefully.
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Fig4.5 Major water source and overall flow in purification and infiltration system.
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4.3 Wastewater reuse

4.3.3 Capacity and possible usage of wastewater

4.3.1 Type of wastewater
Domestic wastewater is mainly classified as black water and grey water according to the source. Black water comes from toilet flush, contains a lot of
human excrement and toilet paper and it is the main contributor to domestic
wastewater pollution. Black water need special treatment and it is discharged
and stored separately from grey water. Grey water is the domestic wastewater
without pollution of excrement, normally comes from shower, laundry and
kitchen. (Wang & Chen, 2007)

Until 2007, 75.5% of wastewater in Shanghai was treated by sewage treatment works before discharge in urban and suburb, which means 6,722,500m3
wastewater was purified every day. And according to the percentage we have
mentioned before, 69% of it is grey water. The average consume of domestic water is 4.32m3 per people per month, which makes the daily discharge
amount of grey water o.1m3 per people per day. (Jiang Wenyan, et al. 2007)

4.3.2 Chemical characters of grey water
Grey water has a comparable high temperature (18oC - 38 oC) and high PH
value (8-10), also with a lot of organic material and microorganism. (Wang &
Chen, 2007)
In our report, we’ll focus on grey water reuse because it is relatively cleaner
and easy to purify. See chemical characters of grey water in table 4.2
Mix grey water
Temperature oC
BOD5
CODCr
TSS
NH3-N
TP
pH
Faecal Coliforms (per
100mL)
E. coli (per 100mL)
Faecal Streptococci (per
100mL)

Black water
18 ~ 38 oC
90 ~ 290
13 ~ 549
113 ~ 451
0.05 ~ 25.4
0.6 ~ 27.3
5 ~ 8.7
2.5x105 ~ 1.6x107

410 ~ 1400
806 ~ 3138
920 ~ 4320
130 ~ 180
8.87 ~ 9.08
8.87 ~ 9.08
-

<1~ 2.4x108
4.0x107

-

Table 4.2 Chemical characters of grey water. (Wang & Chen, 2007)

The research about grey water treatment indicate that treated grey water can
be used in toilet flush, irrigation, wetlands, groundwater recharge and landscape water body, etc. (Wang & Chen, 2007) Mars et al. (2003) find out that
one submerged plant named ‘Triglochin Huegelii’ is especially good at removing P and N in grey water with little influence of water level.
The current bio-treatment methods for grey water include Membrane Bioreactor, Biological Aerated Filters and Plant Pond. (Wang & Chen, 2007) Due
to the huge amount of grey water resource and its relatively simple treatment
technics, Plant Pond is widely used in many countries. Like in Ecovillage
Toarp, Sweden and Lubeck, Germany, they use reed pond to purify grey water
and use it for toilet flush. (Wang & Chen, 2007) Stewart, et al. treat grey water
in reed bed, keep it in the pond for 8 days and the purified water reached the
standard of recharge water in Costarica. (Wang & Chen, 2007)
4.4 Rainfall recycles
4.4.1 Rainwater harvesting
Rainwater harvesting is defined as "the gathering and storage of water running off surfaces on which rain has directly fallen"(Pacey and Cullis, 1986).
It is a well-known strategy for mitigating water source shortage, which is a
widespread environmental problem in the world. Rain water harvesting could
be a potential alternative in small communities that cannot be served by more
centralized water supply schemes. The design, organization and overall implementation of rainwater harvesting systems suitable for use within the social, economic, technical and environmental dimensions of rural development
are described here.
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4.4.2 Runoff collection
According to Boers and Ben-Asher (1982) Rainwater can be catch in MicroCatchment Water Harvesting (MCWH). The MCWH is ‘a method of collecting surface runoff from a contributing area over a flow distance of less than
100m and storing it for consumptive use in the root zone of an adjacent infiltration basin. ‘(Boers and Ben-Asher. 1982) The ‘Contributing area’ is where
rainwater falls down and gathering, and the ‘Infiltration basin’ is where water
can permeate into soil. The ratio of contributing area / infiltration basin is used
to evaluate rainfall function of a watershed area, generally varied from 1-6 is
required to avoid normal flooding once in three years . (Boers and Ben-Asher.
1982)
4.4.3 Case study : Potsdamer Platz, rainwater harvesting in Germany,
Berlin.
Project data:
Extensively and intensively greened
roofs
Rainwater cistern
Artificial lake
Constructed wetland for rainwater
treatment
Catchment of rainwater

40,000 m2
3500m3 (15%)
13,000m2
1900m2

Fig4.6 the constructed wetland of Potsdamer Platz

23,000 m³ / year

Table 4.3 project data of rainwater management at the potsdamer Platz, Berlin. Source: http://
www.abcmac.org.br/files/simposio/3%20Simp%20Rainwater%20Harvesting%20in%20
Germany.pdf

The example of the construction-site of the Potsdamer Platz Project shows the
importance of integrating all aspects regarding ecology already in the planning process. As a part of an integrated ecological concept from energy-purposes to the use of environmental-friendly building materials a large watermanagement concept was realized. The idea behind was a reduction of the
runoff to avoid the overload of the mixed sewerage system. To comply with
this regulations, the following measures are implemented for the management
of 23.000 m³ rainwater of 19 buildings per year:

Fig 4.7 Model of rainwater harvesting in Potsdamer Platz. Source: http://sustainablecities.dk/
en/city-projects/cases/berlin-water-creates-a-vibrant-cityscape
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Fig4.8 Rainwater retention under ground floor of building.

•

extensively and intensively greened roofs

•
collecting of roof-runoff to be used for toilette flushing and irrigation
of green areas including intensively greened roofs
•
Refilling an artificial lake 3500 m³ of storage capacity is corresponding to 15% of the annual precipitation (Berlin 580 mm).
The urban water covers a total area of 13,042 m² and has a volume of 15,000
m³. The water is divided into 4 independently functioning parts and systems.
The completion and handing over to the public took place in October 1998.
It took 6,100 m³ of concrete, approx. 3 km piping and approx. 3km of cables.
The level of the urban lake may be changed by 30 cm, that is corresponding
to a storage capacity of 17% of the annual precipitation.

Fig 4.9 How does the percentage of impervious surface influence urban runoff and infiltration. (Based on certain geographical situation)
Source: http://www.sarasotabay.org/waterconnection-lowimpact.html
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4.5 Low Impact Development (LID) as design method
LID (Low Impact Development) is a method for city development and regional planning with the goal of protecting and strengthening hydrology system
in site, and the goal should be set up before exploitation start in city and new
developing area. At the very beginning when LID was invented, it was aimed
to solve the problems from storm water in urban area. In this way the problem
of ‘surface runoff disappears from the headstream’ could be eliminated, or at
least decreased, so that people can benefit from natural hydrologic functions.
The natural hydrology, the movement of water through a watershed is shaped
in long time based on the specific conditions to form a balanced and efficient
system. Along with city development, more and more hardly-paved surface
such as roads, parking lots and rooftops are constructed, the movement of
water is altered. In particular, the amount of runoff increases and infiltration
decreases, in which the peak flow rate and volume, and pollution levels increased. LID design is just for minimizing these impacts. (see Fig.4.9)
The factors of LID include:
(see example in Fig.4.10)
•
To maximize percolation so that groundwater could be recharged naturally.
•
Provide block zone or block belt for rainwater, retard the speed of
surface runoff.
•
Minimize the rate of impermeable region in projects.
•
Guide surface runoff from impermeable region into green area or water body.
•
Collect rainwater in container and reserve it. ( NAHB, 2003)
LID as a design strategy
Site analysis considerations for LID design ( NAHB, 2003)
Storm Water Management
•
Topography (low points, high points, ridgelines, swales)
•
Hydrology (natural drainage patterns, surface and groundwater, wetlands, sensitive water resources)
•
Vegetation (existing vegetation, tree-save areas, aquatic buffers)

Fig 4.10 Example of LID. A LID design reduces imperviousness by changing the cul-de-sac
design, reducing street width and lot size, and instead clustering houses around common
green spaces that also serve as infiltration sites and preserving natural features. Source: http://
www.coastal.ca.gov/nps/lid-factsheet.pdf

Wastewater Management
•
Soil (porosity, depth to bedrock, groundwater table
•
Topography (slopes conducive to drain fields)
•
Natural water features/ sensitive water bodies
•
Aesthetics (sitting)
•
Vegetation (sensitive areas)
Circulation and design
•
Hydrology (natural drainage)
•
Topography (ridgelines/ steep slopes)
•
Natural features (view sheds, water bodies, forested areas)
•
Soils
To use this method in our thesis and the environmental problem we focused
on, the LID design principle can be applied in: 1. Retaining water as much as
possible from where it falls. 2. Create more greenbelt for water permeation.
And this ‘Retaining and permeation’ theme can be implement in a LEG (Low
Elevation Greenbelt) system, which is described below.
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Low Elevation Greenbelt (LEG)
The practice of LEG ( Low Elevation Greenbelt) can be seen as one of the
specific practice which comes from LID. It is mainly for rainwater harvesting
and natural permeation. The main parameters of LEG design is: stable infiltration rate of soil, greening rate, depth of greenbelt, rain intensity and vegetation tolerance to water logging.
Literally, the low elevation greenbelt is certain greenbelt with lower elevation compare with the surroundings, such as ditches with vegetation growing
along the road sides, small ponds with water plants, low green place in a large
area of public park, et al. (see Fig 4.12 & 4.13)
The LEG is an eco-facility for temporary rainwater retention and rainwater infiltration. According to one research based on the rainfall condition in Shanghai by Chen, et al.(2007), a LEG system with area rate of 10%-30%, depth of
10-30cm could reduce urban runoff in once-in 3year rain prominently.

Fig4.12 Ppicture of ditches near Forum building, Wageningen. Source: personal photo

Based on statistics of rainfall by hour in recent 20 years in Shanghai, the
analysis of LEG design indicate that the best application effect of low elevation greenbelt can be expect with a deep of 80mm- 160mm, the retention and
infiltration rate could reach up to 90%. (Zhang, et al. 2009)

Fig 4.11 example of LEG. Source: http://www.iaswcd.org/images/low_impact.jpg
http://www.sc.edu/sustainableu/lowres2.jpg

Fig 4.13 Illustration of how to apply a LID design in a low density neighbourhood.
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Fig 4.13 shows how to apply LID design in a low density neighbourhood with
low elevation greenbelt. Basically rainwater is collected and infiltrated in infiltration swale near by the buildings; while grey water will be first drainaged
into a desilter and then purified in constructed wetland, and then drainage to a
infiltration area or goes back for domestic use in neighbourhood.

represented in appearance of Soil-deterioration and plant-deterioration such
as the diminution of reed cane and the increase of pollution materials. (Yu
Wenyan, 2010) Therefore the maintenances of wetland are very important in
the process of application. Sampling and testing of soil, water and plants are
required in certain period.

4.6 Constructed wetlands for water purification

4.6.1 Case study : Houtan Park, Shanghai

Introduction of wetlands and construct wetlands

Houtan Park is one of the 2010 Exop projects designed by Turenscape, China.
The site is a long, narrow linear band of 2km long and 100m wide area located
along the Huangpu River, previously owned by a steel factory and shipyard.
The objective of the park is to create a green space for a large influx of visitors
during Expo and transit into a unique public waterfront park for the citizens.
(ASLA, 2010)

Wetland is an area which the soil is saturated with water, this situation can
be permanently or seasonal. Such area may cover with pool, small stream or
other kinds of water bodies. [NRC, 1995] It is considered the most biologically diverse of all ecosystems. Plant life such as hydrophytes and hygrophyte
can be seen growing inside or around, and animals can be found in wetlands
such as amphibians, reptiles and birds.
Constructed wetlands normally create artificially with certain purpose and
they have been proved with multifold environmental function.
First, wetland can works as buffer and protection for land when flood occurs.
Second, wetland is a natural container of rainfall; the water keeps in wetland
can permeate into soil constantly, which keep a well balance of surface water and ground water. This is equals to ground water recharge in a way and
can avoid land subsidence and sea water encroachment. Third, wetland is a
natural purifier of sewage. Many cases and researches have proved that with
appropriate management and maintenance wetland can be used for sewage
purification. Recent study proved wetlands have great potential as wastewater
treatment system (Li, et al. 2009)
Working principle of constructed wetlands and purification capability
Constructed wetlands as a purification machine has its useful time and need
to be regularly maintained, otherwise might cause problems of wetland degradation and function decrease. After years of using wetland for wastewater
purification, the purification efficiency might recede. Wetland degradation

Fig 4.14 The site plan of Houtan Park(top) and bird’s-eye view from the southwest(bottom).
Source: http://www.asla.org/2010awards/006.html
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This park gets a lot of attention for its ecological function of river water purification, ecological flood control, urban agriculture and reclaimed industrial
structures and materials. (ASLA, 2010)
Constructed wetlands and regenerative design
The linear constructed wetland is 1.7 kilometers long and 5-30 m wide, it is
designed to create a functional waterfront as a living machine to purified polluted river water. Different species of plants are selected and plated to remove
or absorb different pollutants from the river water. Field test shows that 2,400
m3 water can be treated from lower grade V to grade III per day. The treated
water can be used in Expo Park in landscape water system, road flushing and
irrigation.
The wetland also acts as a flood protection buffer between the 20- and 100year flood control levees. The meandering valley along the wetland creates
a series of thresholds creating visual interest and refuge within the bustling
world exposition with opportunities for recreation, education, and research.
The terrace design of the wetland alleviates the elevation difference between
the city and the river, safely reconnecting people to the water's edge. Additionally, the existing concrete floodwall was replaced by a more habitat-friendly
riprap that allows native species to grow along the riverbank while protecting
the shoreline from erosion.
Plant species for water purification
Main plant species for different water purification purpose are mentioned
in on report from Shanghai Landscape Inc. (2009) For example in Houtan
Park, reed, Chondria, Ceratophyllales and Myriophyllum spicatum are used
for heavy mental absorb; calamus is for absorb N and P; willow herb, cattail
and cress are for removing pathogene. Among these plants, reed is used as the
basic plant for its multifunctional purification ability.
Heritage and visual preference
The pre-industrial spirit of this site is reserved through maintaining industrial
structures and materials. The reclaimed steel panels hail the site's former industrial spirit. Situated throughout the wetland valley, the folded steel panels

Fig4.15 The banded pattern of the wetland plant community demonstrates the filtrating process of the wetland at the entrance of the park.
Source: http://www.asla.org/2010awards/006.html

are used to frame views of Shanghai's skyline and highlight the industrial past.
The materials are reconfigured to create artful forms, new paving material for
the boardwalk, and shelters.
Inspired by the fields of Chinese agricultural landscape, terraces were created
to break down the 3–5 meter (15–18 foot) elevation change from the water's
edge to the road, and to slow the runoff directed to the stream in the constructed wetland. These terraces are reminiscent of Shanghai's agricultural heritage
prior to industrial development of the neighbourhood in the mid-20th century.
Crops and wetland plants were selected to create an urban farm allowing people to witness seasonal changes: the golden blossoms in the spring, splendid
sunflowers in the summer, the fragrance of the ripened rice in the fall, and
green clover in the winter. It provides a premier educational opportunity for
people to learn about agriculture and farming within the city.
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4.7 Conclusion
A briefly summary of this section based on all analysis above:
•
Urbanization brings environmental problems such as water source
shortage, aquifer over-extraction and land subsidence. Groundwater recharge
is the main solution for these problems related to aquifer damage.
•
More water source could be provided by wastewater reuse and rainwater harvesting. There is huge amount of useable grey water in city region,
purified water has multifunctional usage including groundwater recharge and
landscape use. There is a great potential of rainwater harvesting for groundwater recharge and other functional usage.
•
Treated water for groundwater recharge need strict chemical test, in
this way to prevent additional pollution in aquifers.
•
Design strategies such as Low Impact Development and Low Elevation Greenbelt have been applied for rainwater harvesting and naturally
groundwater recharge by permeation.

Fig 4.16 Landscape design combined with existing industrial structure, a hanging garden.
Source: http://www.asla.org/2010awards/006.html

•
Wetland can function as working machine for water purification and
urban flooding buffer zone. Certain structure and plant species should been
well selected according to different purposes.
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5

CHAPTER THE CITY OF SHANGHAI AND
STUDY AREA JIANGWAN

Figure5.1 Geomorphic types and relief map of Shanghai. (BOARD, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)

5.1 Shanghai city introduction
Shanghai is situated at 31 14' north latitude and 121 29' east longitude. Bordering on Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces on the west, Shanghai is washed by
the East China Sea on the east and Hangzhou Bay on the south. The city covered an area of 6,340.5 square kilometers at the end of 2008, 0.06% of China’s
total territory. Shanghai extends about 120 kilometers from north to south and
about 100 kilometers from east to west. By the end of 2008, the city’s permanent residents had grown to 13.9104 million, or 1% of China’s population. On
average, the city had 2,978 long-term residents per square kilometer of land.
(Shanghai Municipal Government, 2010)

5.1.1 Geology formation
Basing on the marine transgression and tectonic subsidence during Holocene,
Shanghai gradually takes shape mainly as flat coastal plain through the interaction of tide and the Yangtze River that carries 465 million tons sediment
every year. And there also exists some residual bedrock mound below 100m
above the mean sea level in southwest area.
The general ground elevation is from 2.2m to 4.5m and the east part is little
higher than the west part. More than 70% area in Shanghai was formed during
the last several thousand years. The geomorphology is basically accumulative
plain (Board, S.G.E.A.E, 2002)
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5.1.2 History of Shanghai
Shanghai is famous by the Huangpu river that flowing across it. In ancient
time Shanghai was called “Hu” (沪), which literally means bamboo strap for
catching fishes. This name indicates by that time it was merely a fishing village. During the 10th century the city was founded. Until 1127 it is a small
market town of 12,000 households. The Shanghai region became one of the
China’s most prosperous in 13th century and cotton production and textile
milling were the backbone of Shanghai’s economy until 19th century. Most
of construction such as canals, dikes and real estate development were undertaken during Song dynasty (960~1243).
During the Ming dynasty (1364~1683) the autocratic government imposed
tight trade restrictions to guard against Japanese pirates. The government
evacuated the entire coastal population to the interior and in 1554 a wall was
built to protect the city from future invasions.

Figure 5.2 Shanghai City Walls built in the 32nd Jiajing Year of the Ming Dynasty, 1553. Source: Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Hall

During Qing dynasty (1644-1912) Shanghai grew radically as city’s strategic
position at mouth of the Yangtze river was perceived by Western powers as
an ideal location for trade with Chinese interior and surrounding region. As a
result the city had its economic boom and trade routes reached as far as Polynesia and Persia.
In 1842 The British establish a concession by forced treaty with the Qing
Dynasty after China loses the first Opium War. The French, Americans and
Japanese soon followed the British in establishing territories in Shanghai.
Shanghai has since become the most important port in Asia and the world's
largest trading and banking firms have set up house along the Bund. Shanghai
is the most modern city in Asia.
Experienced as a colony for about a century, Shanghai received a variety of
influences from and built various channels to the outside world. Its physical
appearance shows an apparent Western style.

Figure5.3 Bird’s-Eye view of the cluster along the Bund in 1930. Source:
Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Hall
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Figure 5.4 Suzhou creek in 1930.
Source: Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Hall

Figure 5.5City evolution map. Source: Shanghai Urban Planning Exhibition Hall
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During the Second World War, Shanghai becomes a haven for Jews fleeing
Nazi terror. As other countries closed their doors to immigrants in the lead
up to the Second World War, over 20,000 Jewish refugees found asylum in
Shanghai. In 1937 Japanese bombs hit Shanghai and the foreigners evacuate
en masse. Japanese control Shanghai until 1945.
Most foreigners have left Shanghai and the Chinese Communist state takes
control of the city and the formerly privately-held businesses. However, the
city experienced more than 30 years of neglect and disinvestment. The city
was tightly controlled by the central government and became the largest contributor of country’s revenues. It providing about 25% on the average during the 1970s. (Lin, 1994) Little investment was put into the maintenance
and improvement of urban infrastructure. The central city’s infrastructure was
near collapse. Another serious problem is housing shortage. Before 1990 per
capita living space still lingers around 8 m2. (Chiu, 1996) In contrast the city
population was growth very steady, for that reason large area in suburbs were
occupied for urban expansion.
5.1.3. Recent developments
The advent of Deng Xiaopeng's open door policy allowed a commercial revival to take place in Shanghai. Realizing the situation the authorities have
begun investing large sums in Shanghai’s infrastructure. Between 1991 and
1996 about US $10 billion was invested in infrastructure projects. (Yatsko,
1997) Two bridges and a tunnel across the Huangpu River, an inner ring road,
an elevated north-south throughway and a new subway line were constructed.
Meanwhile Shanghai’s port has been upgraded and expanded to accommodate
a much larger volume of traffic in containers. A fully modern subway system
has been under construction and will be built over the next 50 years.

Figure 5.6 Dilapidated housing in the central city of Shanghai (Massey et al., 1997)
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Figure 5.7 21st century skyline in Pudong new area was under construction (www.flickr.com)

Figure 5.9 Bund night view

Urban revival in Shanghai will partly rely on the successful redevelopment
of the old central city. Both residential and industrial relocation needs to be
undertaken. Shanghai’s revival is also partly dependent on the development
of the Pudong New area. It is a district to the east of the city and the Huangpu
river, which has a total area of 522 km2. It is designed to relieve the spatial
pressure on old Shanghai and become a new centre of industrial and commercial activities.

5.1.4 Future objectives
Shanghai has the ambitions of reform, including industrial restructuring,
housing reform and infrastructure rebuilding. Authorities are banking on new
urban districts such as Pudong, Minhang and Hongqiao as future of the city.
The city aims to lead the country in transforming the economic growth mode,
enhancing innovative ability, pushing forward the reform and opening, and
building a socialist harmonious society. By 2020, shanghai will be built into
an international financial and shipping center. (Shanghai Municipal Government, 2010)

Figure5.8 Map of the Pudong New Area.
(Massey et al., 1997)
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5.2 The study area: Jiangwan
We choose Jiangwan as our study area. It is locate on the north east of city
centre, on the east side of the last turning point of Huangpu river which is
joining the Yangtze river, covering an area about 9 km2. There are two main
reasons that Jiangwan was chosen: firstly except the city centre the surface of
Jiangwan has subsided the most, the district has the lowest relief comparing
to its surroundings. Secondly Jiangwan is the biggest and also the last large
green area (estuary wetland) near the city centre. Comparing to the rest of city
this area has more potentials that are waiting to be discovered by landscape
architects.

vironment, between 1989 till the time new Jiangwan town began to construct
in 2003, natural recovery was taken place inside the airport. A lot of local
vegetation began to grow, ponds and rivers once again filled with water, the
environment was back to wild state. A lot of fauna were attracted; the area was
transformed into a recovering wetland inside the city. (Jin et al., 2003)
Since recent years Jiangwan was putted under the development plan of Jiangwan new town. Roads and pipes were paved, part of vegetation was moved,
animals were driven away, and surface water was extracted. Several residential quarters were already built in the north of Jiangwan, the ecological system
that developed for more than a decade is gradually disappearing.

Figure 5.10 Jiangwan location map

5.2.1 History of Jiangwan
Jiangwan is a part of Yangtze River delta alluvial plain. The land was formed
450 years ago. The area was frequently flooded in its early forming period. In
1732 there was a disastrous flood. Thus people began to construct embankment along the Huangpu River. (Liang et al., 1882).
Since it is a low-lying land till the early period of The Republic of China
Jiangwan was still a typical wetland full of ponds and interlaced rivers. Because of population growth and increasing need for housing and agriculture
the landscape was changed into delta agroecological system.(Jin et al., 2003)
In 1939 the Japanese invaders occupied 7,000 acres of land in Jiangwan and
built a military airport. (Wu et al., 1988) After the Japanese’ surrender in 1945,
the air port was taken by Chinese army.
The Jiangwan airport kept serving until it was abandoned in 1989. Because
the military airport is not open to public and had a comparatively stable enMitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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Figure 5.11 Aerial map for Jiangwan airport in 1994, the main structure of airport can be easily identified. (Jin et al., 2003)

Figure 5.12 Aerial map for Jiangwan airport in 2000, vegetation and water bodies were recovering, airport cement tracks were submerging. (Jin et al., 2003)
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Figure 5.13 Aerial map for Jiangwan in 2004, after more than a decade of natural restoration
Jiangwan transformed into an inland wetland. Source: Google map

Figure 5.14 Aerial map for Jiangwan in 2010, the Jiangwan new town begin to construct.
Source: Google Map.
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5.2.2 Abiotic analysis

Relief

Climate
Jiangwan has a northern subtropical maritime monsoon climate, which leads
to four distinct seasons, generous sunshine and abundant rainfall. Spring and
autumn are relatively short compared with the summer and winter. The average annual temperature was 17.5 degrees Celsius and a total sunshine time
1,534.7 hours in 2008. About 70% of the precipitation came during the MaySeptember flood season. (Shanghai Municipal Government, 2010)
Month
Temperature(degree
Celsius)
Precipitation (mm)
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Average Monthly
Average Monthly

4.5
4.2
11.6
16.1
21.8
24.2
30.4
28.6
26.0
21.0
13.3
7.9

105.7
53.4
31.8
61.3
105.8
354.0
124.4
375.4
113.6
59.7
98.2
29.5

Table5.1 Monthly temperature and precipitation in 2008 (Shanghai Municipal Government,
2010)

Figure5.15 Relief map of Jiangwan and its surrounding. Source: ASTER GDEM (ASTER
Global Digital Elevation Model)
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As mentioned before Jiangwan is a low-lying land. The elevation difference
in this area is no more than 10 meters. The central part of Jiangwan has the
lowest relief, rainwater and surface runoff are accumulated and formed ponds
and lakes. The part between Huangpu River and Jiangwan is higher than the
central part, protecting it from flood. The rest parts of Jiangwan can be consider as flat ground in general.

Figure5.16 3D typography model for Jiangwan, sharp bulges on the map are buildings.
Source: SRTM (Shuttle Radar topography Mission)

Figure5.17 Section A - A. Source: SRTM (Shuttle Radar topography Mission)
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Figure5.18 Soil and aquifer condition under Jiangwan. (OFFICE, S. D. U. G. S. 2008)

Geology, soil and aquifer
Jiangwan is a part of Yangtze River delta alluvial plain. The land was formed
450 years ago. The surface is covered by 100 to 400 meters Quaternary period
costal incompact sedimentation. Most of plains in Shanghai consist of marsh
gley soil, meadow soil and saline soil. There is also a small amount of eluvial
yellow brown soil that formed by mounds efflorescence. (Wu and Li, 1987) In
general the soil here is loose texture, rich in nutrients and arable. (Office, S. D.
U. G. S. 2008) Figure 5.18 shows the underground soil and aquifer condition
under Jiangwan.
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The major soil type beneath is clayed soil. This kind of soil has a medium
permeability.
There are 5 aquifers under Jiangwan, among them the 1st and 5th aquifer
is weak in water yield property, and the other 3 are strong in yield property,
which means the area is suit for natural infiltration groundwater recharge.
What’s more according to previous research mentioned before Jiangwan subsided more compare to its surround. Thus during groundwater extraction its
aquifers are vulnerable than elsewhere, also makes Jiangwan an appropriate
location for groundwater recharge.

5.2.3 Biotic Analysis
Biotopes
Biotic mainly focuses on ecosystems and wildlife species in Jiangwan. Before
the Jiangwan new town construction in 2003 there were 3 major ecology environments inside this area. They are forest environment, shrub land environment and wetland environment. (Jin et al., 2003)

Figure5.19 Biotope map for Jiangwan. (Jin et al., 2003)
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Figure5.20 Forest-wetland mixed environment inside Jiangwan

Figure5.21 Remaining shrub land on the east side of Jiangwan, construction is going on in
the background.

1)
Forest environment: this kind of biotope has forest appearance. Main
vegetation are arbores and shrubs with wild herbal plants. Most of arbores
are local species such as hackberry, mulberry and paper mulberry. There are
also some species that are planted for hiding airport facilities such as Robinia
pseudoacacia and Cinnamomum camphora. Hackberry is the dominate specie.

3)
The wetland environment inside Jiangwan, including more than 40
ponds, two remain rivers, seasonal floodplains and marshlands covered 50%
of total area, were mainly located on west, north-east and south-west of the
former airport. The Shanghai region has high groundwater level and is rich
in precipitation. After the airport was abandoned the airport drainage system
was out of order, large floodplains and marshes were formed, even the runways were perennial stagnant water, the water depth reached 70~80 cm in rain
season, 20~30 cm in dry season. Reed was the most important community in
wetlands. In the seasonal dewatering areas Saliz matsudana is the dominate
specie, which is the sign of herbage plants to wood plants succession. There
were also large area of Typha angustifolia Linn community inside the area,
they can grow well even in concrete tracks which only have 10 cm depth mud.
(Jin et al., 2003)

2)
Shrub land environment: mainly located in the east part of the airport
which had the former airport runways. Recovery of vegetation was constantly disrupted by accumulation of industrial waste and building rubbles. Main
vegetation was perennial herbosa. On fertile soil Ogita-reed community were
dominate, which is the latest stage in the region’s herbosa succession. On lean
soil Solidago Canadensis were dominate due to their strong reproductive capacity and high level of tolerance in lean soil.
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Biodiversity
Fauna
Mammals
9 small mammal species were found inside Jiangwan area. Including ochotona, yellow weasel, bats, hedgehog, hog-nosed badger, otter etc. Among them
ochotona has the largest number. These mammals often appeared in forest,
shrub and waste land environments. (Jin et al., 2003)
These mammals can survive in Jiangwan area, shows that the area has a rich
and various food supply. Therefore Jiangwan was also called “wild life buoy”
by local people.

Figure5.22 Wetland environment of Jiangwan attracts lot of birds.

Birds
According to the same survey 114 bird species are recorded in this area, including 9 second national protection species such as Chinese goshawk and
Aircuscyaneus. Among them Gallinula chloropus (黑水鸡) and Pycnonotus
sinensis (白头鹎) are large in number. Jiangwan covers an area about 9km2,
which is about 0.15% of total area of Shanghai, but has 29.38% of the city’s
bird species could be found inside. (Jin et al., 2003)
Large forest, shrubs and wetlands environment provide lush food for birds,
such as fruitful trees, insects in forest and grasses, fishes and other invertebrates in ponds and lakes. Comparatively isolate islands and dense shrubs
full of brambles and cirrus provide breeding grounds. Another reason that
Jiangwan is attractive for migratory birds is that it is surrounded by densely
built up areas which have intensive lamplight and loud noises. It is the last
large natural area in an urban forest like Shanghai, thus Jiangwan is extremely
important for attracting and protecting birds in Shanghai region.
Reptiles
12 native reptile species are recorded in Jiangwan, including Takydromus
septentrionalis, Pelodiscus sinensis, Elaohe carinata etc. 57.14% of the total
reptile species in Shanghai were found inside Jiangwan. (Jin et al., 2003)

Figure5.23 Saliz matsudana growing near a remaining pond, local people are fishing.
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Figure5.24 Biodiversity of Jiangwan. Images source: www.flickr.com
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Amphibians
There are at least 5 amphibian species, all of them are batrachians. (Jin et al.,
2003)The ponds, marshes and floodplains environment are crucial for amphibians to accomplish their life cycles. (Dodds, 2002) Because they provide
rich insects and invertebrates as foods, and have various ecological niches.
Fishes
12 fish species were found in Jiangwan according to Jin et al. Among them
Rhodeus ocellatus had the largest number. (2003)Most of them are small size
fishes. The fish richness in Jiangwan is quite low, it is assumed because Jiangwan’s inner water body is not connect with any outside river system, thus
species movement became impossible. Another reason is because there were
intensive fish catching going on by that time.
The former water bodies in Jiangwan can be divided into 3 types: puddle ,
swale and pond. Among them ponds have the richest fish diversity because
they are comparatively deeper, bigger, have less water surface cover and more
surrounding vegetation.
Others
There were also 369 insect species and more than 100 invertebrate species
were recorded in Jiangwan. (Jin et al., 2003) Insects are going to prosperous when their habitats: local vegetations are well protected and maintained.
Invertebrates in Jiangwan are large on species number but low on population
due to predation species and human interference.

Ecological value of Jiangwan
From the biotic analyses we conclude that the Jiangwan area has a high ecological value and deserves proper protection against unlimited urban sprawl.
The city of Shanghai has very limited green spaces, especially a natural green
area such as Jiangwan. More than 40 experts from various professions including ornithologists, landscape ecologists, botanists, biologists and so on have
signed a cosignatory letter suggesting preserve Jiangwan wetland from urban
developments. In their letter they argue that there are significant meanings to
preserve Jiangwan for its biodiversity and ecological services values. The cost
of conserve Jiangwan is much lower than create and maintain an equal scale
artificial green. Furthermore, the ecological system value of nature is much
higher than artificial greens because they are low on species diversity and
have no develop and succession history. They suggested conserving Jiangwan
by making it an educational botanical garden or ecological park, and setting a
series of regulations to control the level of human interferences and enable the
nature to redevelop for itself. (Lu et al., 2006)
5.2.4 Current planning and situation
In current planning made by Shanghai Urban Planning Institution the land
uses of Jiangwan was changed into residential, commercial and educational.
Including 3.66km2 of residential area, 0.19km2 of public buildings, 0.41km2
of educational area, 1.13km2 of roads, 1.89km2 of public green and 0.77km2
of water. Constructions are going on all over the Jiangwan. (Shanghai City
Planning, Land and Resources bureau, 2002)
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Figure5.25 Current planning for north shanghai central city including Jiangwan. (Shanghai City Planning, Land and Resources bureau, 2004)

During our field survey in May 2010 several residential quarters on the north of Jiangwan were already
finished construction and inhabited. The north-west part of Jiangwan was occupied by Fudan University
and become its second campus. Several pieces of former nature were still intact but were disconnected
with each other. A small piece of high quality wetland was preserved on the south but was fenced up
and it is close to public visiting. The once integrated green land was split by paved roads and excavated
channels. Most of the land of Jiangwan were lying waste over there and waiting to be constructed.

Figure5.26 Current land use map according to our field survey
on May 2010 ,massive construction is going on inside Jiangwan.
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Figure 5.27 Huge frontgate square for Fudan University Jiangwan campus in west
of Jiangwan. Most of the campus constructions are finished.

Figure 5.28 One of the residential quarter
in north of Jiangwan, already inhabited.
Some former wasteland wild flowers and
weeds were kept inside.

Figure 5.29 A neighborhood was constructing on former wetland in center
area, an concrete embanked channel was
excavated and running through it.

Figure 5.30 One piece of high quality
wetland in region center was converted
into a public park.

Figure 5.31 One of remaining wetland
pond on the west of Jiangwan, still intact.

Figure 5.32 Most of areas in Jiangwan still
have their wetland appearances, but was
destructing by discarding construction
wastes.

Figure 5.33 Constructions going on in
former wastelands in the center of Jiangwan.

Figure 5.34 Vegetations were root out on
one of these construction sites.

Figure 5.35 Inside the park several former ponds were integrated into an artificial lake, the park has large pavement area all around the lake.
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In brief it took more than a decade for nature to reoccupy its place and went
for successions in Jiangwan but once urbanization going on such a high quality wetland environment can be destroyed in very short time. This is a great
pity considering Jiangwan’s unique position inside the city of Shanghai.
5.2.5 Water system
Former water system
The former Jiangwan airport has a circular river system around airport for
drainage. After the airport was abandoned the south airport rivers, including
all the branches along the Zhayin road and in the east side of Guoquan road,
were dumped. (Zhao, 2002)
In the following years before 2003 a lot of ponds and lakes were formed by
accumulated rainwater due to the low lying topography of Jiangwan. As mentioned before there are more than 40 ponds, seasonal floodplains and marshlands covered 50% of the total area. They were mainly located on west, northeast and south-west of Jiangwan.
Current water plan
The current water plan has dredged west airport river and north airport river,
connect them with Huangpu river. On the north a sluice was implemented in
the entrance of Jiangwan water system to the Huangpu river. After our rough
calculation the change of the feature of tidal level in Huangpu River near
Jiangwan estuary is about maximum at 4.66 meters and minimum at 0.94
meters. And in Jiangwan district according to Zhao (2002) the water level
is around 4.4 to 4.6 meters. Because of this tidal level changing, reciprocate
flows were formed between the river and inner water system. A sluice were installed to control the flowing direction. Before the water from Huangpu river
flows into Jiangwan, it was also purified by a 500 meters water channel which
designed into sedimentation basin. By using the tidal level difference ore than
10,000 tons of water can be guide into Jiangwan water system. (Anon, 2006)

Figure 5.36. The sluice which is facing Huangpu river at Jiangwan estuary
On the south-west side of Jiangwan the water logging from Jipu river passing through a recently constructed retaining dam and into the Jiangwan water
system. The high water level in Jipu river is about 4.61 to 4.82 meters, which
is slightly higher than the water in Jiangwan water system. (Zhao, 2002)
In general the current water system inside Jiangwan can be divide into two
parts. The outer ring which connects to natural rivers such as Huangpu and
Jipu is mainly designed for flooding protection and drainage. The inner ring
consisting of interlacing rivers, ponds and lakes is connecting with the outer
ring. 80% of water channels in Jiangwan were artificially excavated. (Anon,
2006) There are also two types of water shore alongside these creeks: concrete
embankment and slope revetment. During our survey we found most of channels were embanked, which is blocking surface and groundwater exchange
as well as substances exchange between surface water and soil, destroying
ecological and food chains. The surface water storage can be in general autarkic by rainwater collection, water supplies from two rivers and groundwater
supplement.
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Water quality
According to Shanghai environmental atlas (BOARD, S.G.E.A.E, 2002) the
natural rivers Huangpu and Jipu have relatively poor water quality (V for
Huangpu river and IV for Jipu river) due to industrial and domestic pollution. The water quality of Jiangwan water system is better because part of its
surface water is accumulated rainwater. (water quality III or better) Thus the
quality of water from both rivers is not qualified for inner river system without
treatments.

Figure 5.37 Current water plan.
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Figure 5.38 Infiltration value evaluation of 2004(L) and 2010(R).
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5.2.6 Infiltration and ecological value evaluation for Jiangwan

5.2.6.1 Infiltration value evaluation

In order to make quantitative study about current development’s impacts
on Jiangwan’s environment we make infiltration and ecological value
evaluations for the study area. The basic method is to divide the area into
200m times 200m grids, and evaluate the value for each grid base on certain criteria we summarized from literature study.

Method:
The criterion for infiltration value evaluation is based on analysis result in
chapter 4. According to Zhang and Li (2009), the soil permeability is determined by the depth of aquifer, the soil type on surface and in aquifer, et al.
that based on the same permeability, the vegetation coverage rate, depth of
greenbelt and type of vegetation influence recharge efficiency most. In our
case, we suppose that the entire site has the same permeability, so only the
coverage rate of vegetation and the depth of greenbelt maters with infiltration
possibility. Based on the Google images of 2004 and 2010 in Jiangwan, we
take the place covered with water as the low area, and the green place as vegetated area. By roughly calculate the percentage of cover rate of vegetation,
water and pavement we give different transparence of color blue to each grid.
Result:
In the image of 2004, the highest infiltration value appears on north-western
side because at that time this area was covered with wetlands and forest while
the central and east part value is lower due to remaining airport runways were
under vegetation at that time, most of runways and airport buildings were removed as preparation for the Jiangwan new town construction.
In 2010, the north-western part is occupied by Fudan campus which reduced
its infiltration value and a clean rise appears in the central and east part due to
removal of airport runways.

Legend

Figure 5.39 Ecological value evaluation criteria

5.2.6.2 Ecological value evaluation
Method:
Our criterion for ecological value evaluation is based on biodiversity. First
of all we catalog fauna as mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles, fishes and
others (such as inserts and invertebrates). Secondly we divide land type of
Jiangwan into 11 catalogs such as forest, wetland, shrubland, construction site
etc. According to literature we know certain fauna species favour this type of
environment. For example mammals are rich in number in forest but most of
birds appear in Jiangwan prefer wetland more than forest. (Jin et al., 2003) As
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ecological value
high

low
Figure 5.40 Jiangwan ecological value maps for 2004 and current situation
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a result we are able to give a value to each type of land base on how many kind
of species favor this kind of environment, the value are shown by the lightness
of green colour, the darker the green color is the higher value it has. (Figure
5.39) After the value for each type of environment is decided we display them
in grids on the map, if one grid has more than one type of environment we
calculate the percentage of each type and give an average value.
Result:
In 2004 there are wetland, forest and shrub land inside Jiangwan. (Jin et al.,
2003)The wetland mix with forest on the Northwest provided diverse environment for faunas thus has the highest ecology value among the region. Wetland scattered on Northeast and South part of Jiangwan is also high in value
but small in area. The rest of area which has an even color is shrub land covered with perennial herbs, provided habitat for small mammals, some reptiles
and birds. In general the entire Jiangwan was fortunately intact from human
inference.
On contrary in 2010 the situation changed significantly. Due to constructions
for campus and neighbourhoods on the North the most valuable part of wetland was gone. Instead the smaller wetland on the South was preserved and
connected with an intended ecological corridor running from Northeast to
South. The ecological value for the rest of area is in general decreased due to
frequent human interference.

5.2.7 Chapter summary
The city of Shanghai has a long history; the city has experienced a lot of
changes during its developments and now become a cosmopolitan metropolis.
The study area Jiangwan has enough potential for subsidence mitigating research and design because it’s unique location and identity in Shanghai.
Jiangwan was once an airport then abandoned and became a natural wetland
after more than a decade of natural succession. Now it is facing urbanization
pressure and losing its natural form due to human interferences.
Jiangwan has 3 different natural biotopes and high level of biodiversity; it provides habitats for a lot of species and also provides different valuable ecological services, therefore it deserves proper conservation against urban sprawl.
The current city planning is transforming Jiangwan into dense built up urban
area and destroying its valuable ecosystem, especially finished constructions
on north part of Jiangwan, occupied its most diverse and valuable wetlands.
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CHAPTER

6 DESIGN MODELS AND SCENARIOS

6.1 Water models
From our research from previous chapters we have learned in order to mitigating land subsidence in Shanghai, the most effective way is to recharge the
groundwater. Therefore our design has to seek for suitable solutions to achieve
this objective. In this chapter two design models relate to water are developed
with different focus on recharging water quantity or quality. In our case design
model refers to a schematic description of our water system design.
6.1.1Recharge water quantity model
Model description
This model focus on the quantity of recharging water, because the amount of
water recharged into aquifer affect how much land subsidence can be reduced.
In this model we are going to directly use river water from Huangpu River,
purified river water from Huangpu and Jipu River, collected rainwater from
Jiangwan area and purified domestic wastewater from community to recharge
the groundwater.
In this model we plan to keep the existing built up areas, and use treatment
facilities to clean the domestic water it produced. River water from Huangpu
and Jipu River go through existing wetland into the large infiltration water
body in the center of Jiangwan. We also plan to use treatment facility outside
the region to purify black domestic water and river water from Huangpu River
and finish recharge by artificial injection.
Model evaluation
We use a series of criteria to evaluate this model. The marks we give are basically subjective. The result turn out to be this model guarantee a maximum
quantity of recharging water; but the recharging water quality is low due to we
only have little purification procedures to treat the river water from Huangpu,
which is heavy polluted by industry.The surface structure load will be low
because we are not allowing much building development, the population capacity is low for the same reason. The ecological value can be relatively high
because of large area of wetland. These wetlands also provide retention space
for potential flooding. Energy consumption is going to be intensive if we use
treatment plant to purify river and black domestic water.

Figure 6.1 Design water model focus on recharge water quantity.
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6.1.2 Recharge water quality model
Model description
This model focuses on the quality of recharging water. The major differences
between this model and the quantity model are in this model there are more
purification procedures for river water come from Huangpu and Jipu rivers.
Sedimentation basins and more wetlands are constructed for purification. In
the quality model we also stop to use river water for artificial groundwater
recharge because artificial injection is energy intensive, expensive and not our
main focus. In Jiangwan region there is no artificial recharge facility, and even
by natural infiltration we can recharge enough water as needed.
Model evaluation
Just like the quantity model we also evaluate this model. After all the purification process the water quality is not going to be perfect but become sufficient
for aquifers under Jiangwan. The recharging water quantity reduce compare
to quantity model due to extra lose and evaporation during the purification
and retention process. The surface structure load will be low still just like the
quantity model. The population capacity, flooding protection ability and energy consumption will be lower than the quantity model as well.
6.1.3 Choose for recharge water quality model
After comparing two models we decide to apply the water quality model for
our design base on following reasons:
1.
Recharging water quality is essential for the quality of groundwater,
the quality of Huangpu and Jipu River water (especially river water from
Huangpu River) are not comparable with the groundwater quality. We cannot
solving one problem while creating another.
2.
From rainwater collection, domestic wastewater reuse and two rivers
we can gain enough water source to recharge the groundwater, sacrificing the
water quality for extra quantity becomes unnecessary, the relevant calculation
is described in chapter 11.
Figure 6.2 Design water model focus on recharge water quality.
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3.
By focus more on natural infiltration rather than artificial injection
groundwater we promote a sustainable ecological solution rather than an engineering one. This solution can achieve the same effect and at the mean time
less energy and money intensive.
6.2 Design scenarios
Base on the water quality design model 3 scenarios with different priorities
are developed. These scenarios are also evaluated by the same criterias that
are used for water design models; the best alternative is chosen in the end as
the main direction of our later design.
6.2.1 High-rises scenarios
Scenario description
The original idea of this scenario comes from Le Corbusier’s bright city theory. (Corbusier, 1971) This scenario focus on develop high-rises residential
buildings to meet the increasing housing demands of the city as well as leaves
enough space for natural infiltration. The high-rises here are more than 30
floors skyscrapers each can contain more than 2,000 residents. Only by doing this we can leave enough space to preserve the wetland environment and
to purify water for recharging the aquifer. The existing neighbourhoods and
campus are kept. Grey domestic waste water are treated inside Jiangwan and
reused for domestic and recharging purposes.
Scenario evaluation
In this scenario the quality of recharging water is affected because there will
be more domestic waste water from high-rises which is going to be used for
recharging. The ecological value is high because wetland is conserved. Population capacity value is high; flooding protection ability is good due to large
area of water body. The energy consumption will be rise due to increased population. The major shortages of this scenario are high construction difficulty
and what’s more, high surface structure load due to high-rises. The intensity
of pressure from high-rises is much higher than ordinary developments, which
exacerbate the subsidence condition.
Figure 6.3 Highrise design scenario.
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6.2.2 Low stories, high density urbanism scenario

Scenario description
In this scenario we propose to mainly develop low stories (about 3 floors) accommodations inside Jiangwan to meet housing demands. The existing buildings are kept. Comparing to high-rises scenarios low stories neighbourhood
developement requires much space, as a result there is little space left for wetland. As compensate each housing block will has its own rainwater collection,
grey water treatment and infiltration area
Scenario evaluation
In this scenario the recharging water quality is low because the river
water lose much of its purification wetland. The quantity is also lower than
previous scenario because lack of large water body. The surface structure load
is lower than high-rises scenario but higher than current and former situation.
Without wetland the ecological value and water retention ability are poor as
well. The only advantage of this scenario is that it has the highest population
capacity among all 3 scenarios.
6.2.3 Ecological conservation scenario
Scenario description
Jiangwan is the last natural wetland inside Shanghai city, it is a precious green
island inside an enormous densely built up urban forest. Our third scenario
focuses on preserving this unique piece of wetland as much as possible, only
keep existing neighbourhoods and campus. In this scenario we propose to recovery most of the former wetland, and connect them with a large infiltration
water body in the center. Constructed wetlands with purification function are
implementing between the central infiltration water body and the two rivers.
The grey domestic wastewater is going to be treated and join the infiltration
flow.

Figure 6.4 Low-stories, high density urbanism design scenario.

Scenario evaluation
In this scenario both recharging water quality and quantity are good because
we conserve large area of wetland can improve both purification and natural
infiltration. Surfache structure load will be low because of limited housing
development. This scenario also provides large water rentention area, low on
energy consumption and easy to construct. The shortage is that this scenario
can only contain limited residents.
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6.2.4 Choose for ecological conservation scenario
After comparing 3 scenarios we decide to choose ecological conservation scenario as our later design direction, the reasons are listed below:
1.
The high-rises development scenario is causing increasing pressure to
the ground which leads to further land subsidence, which is against our design
intension.
2.
The low stories high density urbanism scenario is not prominent in
every aspect we evaluated except for population capacity. This scenario will
destroy valuable wetland and change Jiangwan into urban context just like its
surrounding; we consider it is not the best design decision for this region.
3.
The ecological conservation scenario has respect Jiangwan’s history
and current situation. First of all it is the best scenario for mitigating land subsidence among all 3. Secondly it recognizes Jiangwan’s unique identity and
the value and meaning for such a wetland inside urban context. This scenario
reaches an appropriate balance between nature conservation and urban development.

Figure 6.5 Ecological conservation scenario.
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CHAPTER

7 ECOLOGICAL CONSERVATION

Introduction
The finding of unique ecological value in Jiangwan in site analysis made us
add another design target in our thesis, design for ecological conservation .
In this chapter we are going to review the literature of ecological conservation, especially the conservation bring together with landscape design. We
will also give a brief review of research result for eco-system in Jiangwan
before the whole construction start, and try to summrize ecological design
principles for the designing phase.
7.1 Design for biodiversity
The principle of ecology is that every individual living organism has an ongoing and continual relationship with every other element that makes up its
environment. Even a tiny change might lead big influence on the whole system. (ICEF .2006) The fast growing human society brings with modern life
and disturbs the nature at the same time. For the purpose of restoring natural
ecological system, every factor should be taken into account, especially the
essential items.
Today the increasing environmental and social problems such as water shortage, fertile soil erosion, urban extension and biodiversity loss bring an urgent
need for new tools and languages to understand how to live without losing
nature, and those problems require cross-disciplinary design and planning by
groups. According to Dramstad and Forman.(1996) “the solution will be at
landscape scale, working with the larger pattern, understanding how it works,
and designing in harmony with the structure of the nature system that sustains
us all.”
Landscape ecology today is a living system with three broad characteristics:
structure, functioning and change. “Landscape structure is the spatial pattern
or arrangement of landscape elements. Function is the movement and flows of
animals, plants, water, wind, materials and energy through the structure. And
change is the dynamics or alteration in spatial pattern and functioning over
time. “(Dramstad and Forman.1996)

There are four sections which illustrated the principles of landscape ecology:
Patches, Edges, Corridors and Mosaics. Below is some summary for each section related to our topic.
Patches.
•
A comparatively larger patch reserves more species than a small one
and reduce the possibility of local species extinction. (see fig. 7.1)
•
“Large patches of natural vegetation are the only structures in landscape that protect aquifer and interconnected stream networks.”
•
“The selection of patches for conservation should be based on their: 1)
contribution to the overall system, i.e., how well the location of a patch relates
or links to other patches within the landscape or region. and 2)unusual or distinctive characteristics, whether a patch has any rare, threatened , or endemic
species present. “(Dramstad and Forman.1996)

Fig.7.1 Bigger patches has higher
biodiversity than small one

Edges .
•
“Vegetative edges with a high structural diversity are richer in edge
animal species.” (see fig. 7.2)
•
The patch edges can function as filters or buffer zone, which dampen
influences of the surroundings on the interior part.
•
A curvilinear, soft boundary provides a number of ecological benefits,
including: create more possibilities of interaction with surroundings, reduce
soil erosion, greater wildlife usage, encouraging higher species diversity.
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Case study: Configuration of deer habitats and rural housing developments
in Montana, U.S.A.
Fig.7.2 Vegetative edges with a high structural diversity
are richer in edge animal species. Source: Dramstad, et al.
(199)

Corridors and connectivity.
•
Artificial landscape corridors can act as barriers, e.g. vegetated road
corridors.
•
A role of stepping stones providing movement possibility between
patches. (see fig. 7.3)

The study was carried out to determine the effects of expanded housing development on deer population in Gallatin County, Montana. It is based on
a background of a 50% increase in the number of rural residences over a
10-year period between 1970-80 in the country, with the amount of land in
subdivisions increasing from 63-81 square kilometers. Specific study objectives were to:1)determine the relative changes in population and distribution
of deer with increased housing, and 2) measure the impacts of housing density
on movement and activity patterns of deer.

Fig.7.3 stepping stones can function as connection
between patches. Source: Dramstad, et al. 1996)

Mosaic.
•
As the mesh size of a network decreases, the probability of survival
drops sharply for a species that avoids or is inhibited by the corridors. (see fig.
7.4)
•
A highly connected and highly circuited mosaic perform better in network.

Fig.7.4 A bigger mosaic perform better in the prob
ability of survival. Source: Dramstad, et al. (1996)

Fig.7.5 Housing development and deer habitat protection. Source: Dramstad, et al. (1996)

The result show an inverse relation between housing density and the number
of deer observed. Management implications for a strategy to benefit deer population, based on the research result that, the density of housing on already
developed areas should increase, especially those of little value to wildlife
and agriculture, rather than to develop new areas. In addition, for existing
housing developments, provisions for leaving intact planting cover around
housing clusters, and for not building within the band of vegetation along
rivers and streams, would be beneficial to deer. In fig.7.5, A and B are two
large patches and C is the moving corridor. #1,2,3 are three optional area for
resident construction. According to the ecological evaluation principles, #1
would be the best because it is away from both the corridor and patches, and
is isolate by the road, with #2 as an intermediate option because and #3 as the
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worst scenario because it is inside the patch and block the connection between
the corridor and patch.
The principle of landscape ecology can be used as design guideline in various
projects, but we also see that each place is unique and is probably influenced
by different factors, so it is better to find the proper solution in site by following the general principles.
The following literature review based on several ecological research in Jiangwan airport, in time range of after the abandoned airport caught public attention and before the twhole construction started.
Biodiversity means the variety of life, from genetic variation to communities of organisms. Enhance biodiversity by designing is to provide ecological
advices to planning and detail design. A basic understanding is to know how
environmental factors influence biodiversity. Each type of habitat, such as
woodland, wetland or grassland, supports a community of distinct, and welladapted native vegetation. Changing in water flows, water chemistry; process
such as succession, water uptake can lead to rapid changes. Master planning
of a community’s ‘Green infrastructure’ can therefore play an important role
in creating ecologically functional habitat networks.
Green infrastructure should provide multi-functional uses such as wildlife
habitates, recreational experience, as well as ecological services, such as flood
protection and microclimate control.
The designing principle of enancing biodiversity by design in small scale includes: connecting with nature, use existing green infrastructure, considering
local distinctiveness, protected habitats and species, greenway linkages etc.
7.2 Reviewing the ecological value of Jiangwan
Before the construction start, 50% of the area is covered with wetlands. (Jin
Xiaobao et al. 2004)

The result of biodiversity survey shows that there are over 237 species of
vascular plants, about 158 species of vertebrates, more than 350 species of
insects, 114 species of birds and a large amount of other unidentified invertebrates living in this area. (Jin Xiaobao et al. 2004)
Some of the species are listed as endangered and under state protection, including wild soybean, small Indian civet and Chinese goshawk. (Jin Xiaobao
et al. 2004)
There are some successful foreign experience of ecological conservation , for
example in England, nautre patches are highly protected as much as possible
in high density building area, whether big of small. In this way the artificial
plant community can transform to natural plant community with natural intervention, so more wild species can live in urban area. .(D.A. Goode. 1989)
7.2.1 Why Jiangwan deserve protection
Jiangwan is the last large area natural wetland in Shanghai, it has significant
meaning for protecting biodiversity of the entire city. And also the experience of Jiangwan is a perfect evidence to show to the public that how strong
the natural power is. With well design and management, Jiangwan could be
an good example to awake public awareness of ecological conservation and
environmental friendly life style. In over ten years of restoration without any
human destruction, the place transform from a constructed land into a natural
habitats. In ten years after the airport was closed, until 2004, due to surface
water and ground water recover, the biotope of Jiangwan is in the process of
developing close to Yangtze Delta wetlands biotope. (Jin Xiaobao et al. 2004)
Jiangwan has four major plant communities and is now in the process of succession, following the order of from Hydrophytic vegetation to swampy vegetation and then to weeds meadow and finally turns into Broadleaved deciduous forest. The plant community’s succession should be a long tern process
if without human interference. In situation like Jiangwan, human activities
and construction speed up the process and plant community here will finally
change to broadleaved deciduous forest if the construction process continue.
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(Yang Yongchuan et al. 2003) This means an expectable
loss of habitat of hydrophytic biont and decrease of biodiversity, and of course, a shrinkage in water area.
Beside human disturbs, the hydrophytic plant built up
their growing bed by fallen leaf sedimentation. In some
level this could urge the progress of succession from hydrophytic vegetation to swampy vegetation. According to
one research in Chongming Island in Shanghai, if there
is not enough water exist and fallen leafs are not been
cleaned up, the transition from reed community to wide
grass community will only takes 1-1.5 year.
7.2.2 Indicator species
In biological terms, a community is a group of interacting
species sharing a populated environment. An indicator
species is one species in certain community which present
almost the common environmental requests of the whole
system. It could be either the most dominate species or
the most vulnerable ones. In other words, certain community can survive if environmental condition conform the
requirements of indicated species.
Based on research we picked some indicator species in
Jiangwan, and according to their habitat request we made
this diagram (fig. 7.6), in which illustrate the indicator
species in certain communities. The section at the top
shows that currently there is a speed up process of community succession in Jiangwan due to construction. It is
clear that if this process keep going on, the broadleaved
deciduous forest will be the most dominate community in
Jiangwan and the species live in Hydrophytic vegetation
and swampy vegetation will lost their habitats. (Jin. Et al.
2004)
7.3 Design principles for ecological conservation

Fig.7.6 Community succession and indicated species in different communities in Jiangwan. Source: Cui. et al.
(2003) and Jin. Et al. (2004)
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7.3.1 design principle for biodiversity
According to Dramstad and Forman (1996),vegetation with high structural
diversity are more attractive for different animal species, and the convoluted
edges would create more possibilities for animal movement between patches.
(see Fig.7.7- Fig.7.11.)

with both inside and outside city green system.

1.
Create convoluted edges and plant multiple vegetation species on
boundary can benefit with edge animal species, and also encourage migration
between different patches.
Fig.7.9. (L) Previous green structure in Jiangwan. (R) Proposed green structure in design.

4.
Most part of the riverbed has been hardly paved, which is impermeable and not suitable for vegetation growing and animal habitat. We proposed
a soften riverbed with vegetated soil box to invite animals and also bring with
a function of purifying the river water.

Fig7.7. (L)the common edge shape between built up area and nature in big city.
(R) Convoluted edges and multiple vegetation on boundary in new design for biodiversity.

2.
Create multiple sizes of water bodies and connected them well, in
this way to provide suitable habitat for different species and a possibility of
smoothly moving between patches.
Fig.7.10.. (L) the existing riverbed in Jiangwan. (R) proposed soften riverbed.

5.
Slow down community succession: with the purpose of keep hydrophytic vegetation and swampy vegetation as dominate communities in Jiangwan, we need to provide enough water sources in the ecological conservation
area, especially in summer when the evaporation is heavy and more water
source is demanded.
Fig. 7.8. (L) previous water structure in Jiangwan.
(R) Proposed water structure in design.

3.
Urban construction would devide green area into pieces and each of
them is isolated. By preserving ecological corridors we can re-connect them
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tain standard: First, create big water body to attractive a lot of birds. (see Fig.
7.12) Second, create comparatively isolate land, for example an island in big
water body, or a group of trees surrounding with thistles and thorns. Third,
rich in food supply, such as fruitful trees, insects and aquatic species. (see Fig.
7.13)
Fig.7.11. With enough water supply, the dominate community in Jiangwan will stay in
Hydrophytic vegetation and swampy vegetation

7.3.2 Bird community as major focus

Fig.7.12. Illustration for large water body
and isolated island for bird habitats.

According to Xu. et al.(2007), biodiversity of birds relates to three main factors: the size of water area, the percentage of water area in total, biotope types
and the shape of certain green land. While as Chen. et al. indicated in their
article in 2002, bird habitate should at least has an area not smaller than
0.3km2. They also mentioned that there are 10 factors influence water-birds
communities, 4 of them are related to human interferences:
Distance to city center
•
Water quality
•
Noise
•
Human activities
•
Building density

Fig.7.13. different kinds of food supply for birds. Source: http://hiphotos.baidu

The other factors are:
•
Wetland area
•
Wetland shape
•
Food richness
•
Food diversity
•
Water depth
•
Wetland connectivity
Based on above research we made conclusion about how to design for bird
diversity:
1.

Create attractive habitat: An ideal habitat for birds should meet cerMitigating land subsidence by landscape design
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Fig.7.14. Human activities impacts on bird community. Source: Chen. et al. (2000) and Wang. et al. (2004)

2.
Reducing human interferences: Chen (2000) indicate that in urban area, human activities have more influences than noise on water-birds
communities, and the river biotope has lowest diversity of water bird while
wetlands has the highest. Green belts and water body can be used as buffers
to create distance between bird habitats and human occupation areas. The
section below shows how different kind of human activities have impacts on
bird habitats, and the minimum distances requirements in order to keep birds
undistrubed. (Chen. et al. 2000)
Fig.7.15. (L) Previous plan for green structure and built up area in Jiangwan. (R)
Proposed plan, centralize construction and add buffer zone between built up area and
the habitat.
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7.4 Conclusions
• In general, for ecological conservation, the environment should meet certain
conditions. In general, large and comparatively stable area of woods, bush
and wetlands are required. Comparatively isolate small islands with trees and
grass are good for breeding.
• Multiple vegetation communities are necessary for different animals. Evergreen and deciduous forest, brambles, bush and liana or tall grassland as bird
breeding and nesting areas. Fruitful trees such as white mulberry and privet
would attract birds and small animals. The internal green system should be
well connected by creating corridors between patches, and also be included in
a bigger green system.
• Water is an essential component in conservation. Large size of water body
can attract birds, depth of water body affect fish diversity. Multiple types of
water body such as pond, creek, swale and river provide different habitat for
animals, different internal water body should be connected, and the internal
water system should also connected with the outside water system, for example the Yangzi River. Marshes and other water bodies should be well vegetated. (Jin.et al. 2004)
• Human interference should also be take into consideration. For example,
vegetated barriers can create distance between habitat and built up area, and
low level of lamplight and noise is requested in conservation zone.
• Water is the link between land subsidence and ecological conservation. Multiple water bodies provide suitable biotope for fauna and flora, and also enlarge
the volume for water retention, purification and infiltration. If the construction
keep on going as planed, Jiangwan will not only lost ecological value but also
miss the opportunity to recover its aquifer naturally.
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CHAPTER

8 DESIGN CONCEPT

In this chapter we describe our design concepts, include an overall concept
diagram, two objectives- approaches- tools tree diagrams, and design philosophy we are going to apply in our design.

Figure.8.1 Design concept diagram
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8.1 Overall concept diagram
In order to give an intuitional impression about the design we visualize our
design concept into this diagram. The spiral line varying from yellow to blue
represents there will be a water purification system purify the recharging water from dirty to clean. At the end of the spiral line the blue vortex stands for
large infiltration water body for groundwater recharge. These two elements
become the main clue of our design, connecting all the other functions that
Jiangwan has, including education, accommodation, recreation and provides
habitats for faunas etc. In the end, the entire Jiangwan design is considered as
a part of the Shanghai’s ecosystem, joins the green and blue system of the city.

8.2 From design objectives to design tools
From previous research and design decision making we conclude there will be
two major design objectives for our design, the primary one is mitigating land
subsidence, and the other one is design for biodiversity.
8.2.1 Mitigating land subsidence
As illustrated in Fig 8.2 in order to mitigating land subsidence there are 3
aspects we as landscape architects can contribute or throw out some suggestions: conducting groundwater recharge, reducing groundwater extraction and
reducing surface pressure. Our design focus is on the first one. For groundwater recharge we can use rainwater, waste water and river water as recharging
sources, each source has different design recommendations. For example for
rain water recharging clean and dirty runoffs have to be separated from collecting process and treated differently. We can use design tools such as green
roof, permeable pavement and low elevation greenbelt to catch the rainwater,
and purify it in constructed wetland. While for waste water treatment and
recharging, grey and black domestic waste water have to be separated and
treated with different types of water plants.
8.2.2 Design for biodiversity
Our second design objective is design for biodiversity. Biodiversity reflects
the ecological quality of the environment thus is an essential reference factor
for natural conservation. In general there are 3 approaches to enhance the biodiversity in Jiangwan: creating habitats for different species, providing food
for faunas, and reduce the human interferences. Specific methods for these 3
approaches are already described in chapter 7. (see fig. 8.3)
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Figure.8.2 Design objective1, mitigating land subsidence
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Figure.8.3 Design objective2: design for biodiversity
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8.3 Applying traditional Chinese design philosophy

8.3.2 Simulating nature (虽由人做,宛自天开)

8.3.1 Conceive before design (意在笔先)
Considering about the region’s cultural identity we try to apply some Chinese design philosophy for our design. Famous ancient Chinese calligrapher
and painter Xizhi Wang created the proverb “ 意在笔先”, to guide people
when writing or painting, one should first develop mature conception before
put anything on paper. (Xizhi, Jin dynasty)

Another famous ancient garden designer Ji Cheng had wrote “虽由人做，
宛自天开” in his book garden design. (Ji Cheng, Ming dynasty) We interpret
his word as: the landscape or garden, despite it is made by human, should
have inartificial appearance. A lot traditional Chinese garden always tried
to simulating nature in an abstract level, because people believe the nature
environment around us is the most profound and beautiful piece of art, which
can provide endless inspirations for designers. In his book he wrote design
principles for almost all the elements in garden design. We apply some of
them as our form design principles and list some of the most representative
principles below.

We as landscape architects interpret this proverb as: thoughts and meanings
should be conceived before the landscape is designed and are guidelines
throughout the entire design process. In our case our entire design is problem
based, the basic design purpose is to mitigating land subsidence. Therefore
our every design effort should be made under this purpose. For example
even we want to conserve wetland inside Jiangwan; this effort should bring
positive result for mitigating subsidence first. Because mitigating subsidence
is the intension(意) before our design(笔).

For overall design:
景有尽而意无穷。The scenery maybe confined but the implications within
is endless.
咫尺山林。Landscape and garden simulate the nature, using different way
to arrange rocks, plants and water to create diverse landscape in a limited
space.
园中有园，景中有景，步移景异。Garden can be found within garden,
one scenery can be found inside another, every step the people move, scenery changes.
For water design:
有源有流。 The headwater and flow direction should be noticeable but not
necessarily visible.

Figure 8.4 意在笔先, to conceive before design.

水聚汪洋之感。水散，不尽之意。Water body should be either large or
small. Large area of water should be centralize in order to create grandiose
felling, otherwise it should be distribute as scatter as possible and constant
changing form to create diverse and endless felling.
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水宜静不宜动。岸宜曲不宜直。
Water inside garden better to be relatively static so people can see reflections,
as well as fishes and aquatic plants beneth it. Water shore in most cases should
be curved; turn to different angels irregularly, but follows certain rhythm.
For planting:
林木, 取其自然，顺其自然。Keep the plants as its natural form, plant are
be taken from nature and to be growing naturally.
For structure design:
轻巧淡雅、朴素简约、随形就势、体量分散、通透开敞。Structures inside garden should be lightsome in volume and have austerity appearance. The
orientation and layout should be adjusted according to typography. Translucent and open type architectures are recommended. (Ji Cheng, Ming dynasty)

8.4 Two contrary form philosophy
In general our design can be divided into 2 types: nature conservational design
and built up area renovation design.
For nature conservation area we are going to apply the Chinese stimulating
nature form philosophy, because for this area only conservation is not enough,
large area of former wetland was destroyed by constructions already. We have
to recovery it back to original or an even better status, and integrate it with
our subsidence mitigating purpose. In this case the traditional Chinese garden
design teach us how to design by simulating nature, which is helpful for us to
recovery a real nature.
In contrary, for built up area inside Jiangwan such as neighbourhoods and
campus the constructions are already finished or at least partly finished. Most
of the roads are paved, the location of buildings are decided as well. In this
case it is not possible and cost effective to try to apply a completely different
design style. We have to respect the existing situation and renovate this part
of design serves for our design purposes. Therefore we are going to apply the
rationalism design philosophy. The design will try to adopt the most rational
possible built form in relation to structure and construction. Elements such as
geometrical composition, straight lines, axis and symmetry are going to be
used to organize the space.
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CHAPTER

9 OVERALL DESIGN

In this chapter our overall design for Jiangwan is narrated.
Chapter contents including overall design proposal plan,
land use plan and water system plan for the entire Jiangwan. In later chapter we are going to divide Jiangwan into
different detail design areas and elaborate them separately.
9.1 Overall design proposal
In general we divide Jiangwan into 6 different land use
areas. From North to South are: harbour industry area,
Fudan university Jiangwan campus, 6 neighbourhoods, a
community park, a biological water plant and nature conservation area.(see figure 9.1)

Figure.9.1 Designed landuse in Jiangwan
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principle lines

RATIONALISM DESIGN

human occupation layer

9.1.1 Human occupation area design
In our overall design proposal we propose to keep existing neighbourhoods,
campus and a part of harbour industry on the North. We will do different kind
of renovation design for these areas in a site-design scale level. In the center
of Jiangwan we propose to build a biological water plant to purify domestic
waste water generated from surrounding neighbourhoods and campus and
provide water source for groundwater recharge. We keep the existing skating
park and adjust its orientation to fits in our new design.
We have applied rationalism design in above mentioned areas. For example
we create one main straight axis start from east entrance of Jiangwan and end
it at the front entrance plaza of the Fudan university campus. Another main
axis is transformed from existing road which connecting North-South traffic.
We are using double lined boulevard to emphasize these two primary axis.
(see figure 9.2)
9.1.2 Nature conservation area design

natural form

虽由人作, 宛自天开
SIMULATING NATURE
conservation layer

All the rest of area in Jiangwan will be recovery back to wetlands with different functions. The outer water ring surrounds built up area is going to be
recovering to purification wetland, it can purify flow in river water from Jipu
and Huangpu Rivers. In south of Jiangwan we connect all the former wetlands and create a huge water body serves for infiltration and provides habitat. Isolated islands are scattered in wetland to provide safe breeding ground
for birds. We also propose to build ecological bridges (Figure 9.3) instead of
paved roads in the North, South and East entrances of the nature conservation area to keep the continuity of the ecological corridors and leave space for
fauna movements. Only modest walking path and limited research buildings
can be found in conservation area in order to reduce the human interference
on habitats. (Figure 9.2) We apply traditional Chinese garden design method
simulating nature for this part of design, and transform some of the garden design techniques to current design’s scale, in order to create a diverse and natural environment. The entire Jiangwan wetland is treated as one crucial point
in Shanghai’s green and blue network, the green system is extended from
North, connecting with the Gongqing forestry park on the East of Jiangwan.

Figure.9.2 Two contrary form philosophy
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Figure.9.3 Overall design proposal plan
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Figure.9.4 Biological bridge above wetland in the South of Jiangwan to create space for fauna movements. At
right side of image is the central infiltration lake, neighbourhoods can be seen in the background.
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9.2 Water system
In general the water system in Jiangwan includes two circular
systems. The outer circular ring mainly serves for purification function, and the inner ring is mainly for infiltration. Between them is the rainwater harvesting system. The rainwater
harvesting system including vegetated swale in campus and
neighbourhood, purification system including the constructed
wetlands in outer water cycle and the biological water plant
next to neighbourhoods, and the infiltration system including
several small infiltration area in built-up areas and the big infiltration pond in the middle of Jiangwan. Basically the outer
water cycle will not only function as a purification system for
river water but also receives the extra rainwater from rainwater harvesting system. After purification the clean water
will flows to the central infiltration area. The grey water from
campus and neighbourhood will drainage from underground
pipe to the biological water plant and then the purified water
will also join the infiltration flow in the center of Jiangwan.
To build up a functional water system, we also apply sluices
to control water flow in Jiangwan besides the two existing
sluice. By open and close some of the sluice we can control
the flowing direction.

Fig.9.5 Overall water system design .
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CHAPTER

10 PARTIAL DESIGN

In this chapter we are going to elaborate our design by narrating 4 zoomed
in design for Fudan University Jiangwan Campus, the biological water plant,
one example neighbourhood and circular purification wetland system.
10.1 Fudan University Jiangwan campus
10.1.1 Spatial organization
In current situation the campus is still partly under construction. Most of the
roads are paved, and some of the main buildings are in use already. In our
design we keep the existing radial semi-circle road structure, and use radial
straight roads to divide the campus into blocks. We extend the main axis road
into the campus, and let it run through the main entrance plaza which is excising and ends it in front of campus main building. We also expand the infiltration lake into the campus, surround the front plaza and then form an entering
bridge between the entrance plaza and main building, to create a special entering experience for the campus. The campus also has a significant front side
and back side difference, which is described in next section.
10.1.2 Functional division
In general each block inside campus has certain function. Most of them are
going to become one major department building with surroundings. For example most of blue blocks in land use map (figure 10.1) are ground left for
future campus building developments. Blocks in south part of campus in yellow is accommodation area for students and faculty. Orange blocks are sport
fields located in backside of campus and near accommodation area. South to
the campus main axis boulevard we keep an existing artificial lake, combining it with a proposed lake side amphitheatre forms a central recreational
area. Behind the campus a large area of forest can be found, which provide
access to the purification wetland, also function as buffer between campus
and nature conservation area.

Figure 10.1 Campus land use map
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Figure10.1 Fudan
University Jiangwan
campus site plan
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Figure10.3 Campus rainwater collection and drainage map.
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10.1.3 Water system design
Water system is one of our major focus for the campus design. In principle
we want to infiltrate as much water as possible. Therefore in campus every
inch of rainwater is collected. It either infiltrate through green or permeable
pavement on site, or follows our designed microrelief into nearest water body
or rainwater collection channel, and transfered by the channel to the behind
purification wetland.

As shown in principle section (figure 10.4), if the rainwater reaches the roof,
it will be collected by green roofs, and running through pipes to basement
cisterns and used for domestic purpose such as cleaning or flushing toilets.
If there is too much rainwater for the cistern, it can goes through pipes to the
nearest collection channel. Most of rainwater will be directly infiltrate to underground through grass or permeable pavement. In downpour situation extra
surface rainwater runoff will be flows into rainwater collection channels and
transferred to the wetland system behind the campus. If even the collection
channels are overflow under extreme situation, there are sewage pipes under
collection channels with an entrance at top and parallel to the ground level, to
absorb redundant rainwater.

Figure 10.4 Campus rainwater collection principle section
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Figure10.5 Campus main entrance boulevard after design.

The above images shows the renovation for the campus main entrance boulevard.
Before our design it was a place with large area of pavements, which emphasizes on
show off the power and authority of the main administration building but has little
meaning for people to stay. Our design introduces water channel to extend the main
axis. This channel divides the boulevard into two parts, which is more close to human scale. Green, pebbles and permeable pavement take the place of former dense
impermeable bricks, creating a more comfortable and environmental friendly space.
before design
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Figure10.6 Main building plaza after design.

Another detail design is for the central water feature in front of the campus main building.
In current situation it is merely an empty ground with an old fashion fountain and densely
paved impermeable bricks. Our design brings life to this place by making it become the accumulation point of rainwater collection channels. In the center we create a sinking waterfall pool instead of fountain, as a symbol represents our design is helping with supplementing the groundwater. Vegetation, basic infrastructures and permeable pavement are added to
the scenery to make it vivid and lively.
before design
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10.2 Biological water plant
Our second partial design is the biological water plant locates in the center
of Jiangwan and surrounds by neighbourhoods and campus. It receives grey
domestic water from these built up areas and purify it to the quality which is
sufficient to do groundwater recharge.

Treatment Marshes: The treatment marshes reduce the levels of suspended
solids and BOD concentrations that remain in the oxidation pond effluent. All
treatment marshes were planted with hard-stem bulrush (Scirpus acutus). The
treatment marsh’s effluent is combined at a pump station where it is pumped
to the disinfection facility.

10.2.1 Treatment stages
We learned the treatment stages from one example project from Arcata, California. (EPA, 1993) The treatment stages can be illustrated by the chart on the
next page. (see fig 10.7)

Disinfection: Chlorine gas is used to disinfect waste water before it is discharged to the artificial lake on the West. Any free chlorine remaining in the final effluent after the 60 minute contact time is removed with sulphur dioxide.

The biological water plant consists of 6 basic components. They are the headwork facilities, primary clarification, solids handling, oxidation pond, treatment marshes and disinfection.

After the disinfection the water reaches groundwater standard and is channelled to artificial lake on the West and finish the infiltration in the end.

Head works: The “head works” component is the first phase in the treatment
of raw sewage and consists of technologies aimed at removing inorganic materials from the raw sewage. The technologies include two screw pumps that
lift the and pass it through bar screens, a parshall flume for flow measurement
and grit separators before it enters the clarifiers.
Primary Clarification: Two clarifiers are used to settle out any remaining suspended material that passes through the head works. The liquid form of sewage that results from clarification flows to the oxidation ponds, completing
primary treatment. The solids that settle out in the clarifiers are pumped to the
digesters.
Sludge Pumping and Stabilization/Cogeneration: The sludge from the clarifiers is pumped first to the primary digester and then the secondary digester.
The digester mix the sludge by recirculating methane gas with compressors.
The cogeneration component is designed burn the methane gas and utilizes
the heat to aid in the digestion process.
Oxidation Pond: The oxidation ponds efficiently remove approximately 50
present of the BOD and suspended solids that remain after primary treatment.
Long detention times and natural processes accomplish these reductions.
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Figure10.7 Treatment stages for biological water plant.
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Figure10.8 Site plan for biological water plant
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10.2.2 Design narration

10.2.3 Technical specifications

Above is the site plan for the biological water plant. In current situation it
is a piece of shrub land with a lot of construction dumping waste. We apply
rational geometrical design style for this area, mainly use straight line and
circle form. Most of entrances are matching with entrances in neighbourhood
and park across the street, and the road structure divides the water plant into
different function parts. The building group on the North including headwork,
clarification and cogeneration facilities. Three tangent circles form a water
body services as an oxidation ponds. The smaller tangent circle water on the
West is the treatment marsh. Wooden materials are used for decks and floating maintenance paths. On the South of the plant we propose to build a visitor
center and a parking lot, to educate public and promote the ecological and
sustainable way of treating domestic waste water.

Design Population............................................ 15,000
Average Annual Flow......................................1.8 mgd
Maximum Monthly Flow................................5.9 mgd
Peak Flow......................................................16.5 mgd
BOD’s Load.............................................4100 lbs/day
TSS Load.................................................3400 lbs/day
Headworks
Mechanically Cleaned
Bar Screens.........................................................5 mgd
Gravity Grit Removal........................................43.2m2
Primary Treatment
2 Primary clarifiers .................26 ft. diam./60 ft. diam
Retention time at design flow............................3.8 hrs.
Retention time at max. monthly flow.................1.4 hrs.
Treatment Marshes
Total area........................................................5500 m2.
Ave. Depth............................................................0.6m.
Total detention time at design flow...................1.9 days
Chlorination/Dechlorination
Volume................................................185,400 gallons
Retention time at design flow............................58 min.
Retention time at max. monthly flow................30 min.
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Figure10.9 Treatment marsh and visitor center. The water plant will have an ecological appearance. This can be achieved by using different kind of trees, shrubs, herbs and aquatic plants, as well
as using natural materials for structures such as the wooden maintenance floating bridge inside the treatment marsh.
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Fig 10.11. location map for
neighborhood.

10.3 Example neighbourhood
There are six neighbourhoods in Jiangwan by 2010 with
15,000 residents. We choose one of them as an example design to show how can we apply a better design and increase
the infiltration possibility.
This example neighbourhood covers an area of 19ha, with 1216 stories residential buildings.

Fig10.10.example neighborhood site plan.
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Fig 10.12. principle section for runoff drainage and infiltration in paved area.
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Fig10.14 Illustration of rainwater harvesting in neighbourhood.

Design methods:
In general we divide this neighbourhood into different blocks, and provide
each block an infiltration area, which means some buildings share the same
infiltration pond and some of them have one of its own. The infiltration area
is well placed to become part of landscape design so it can function well and
give visual pleasure at the same time.

Fig10.13 Roof rainwater drainage map. It shows the locations where the small infiltration area
and vegetated swale are placed in neighborhood, and the drainage direction of each building.

The rainwater from roof will drainage from pipe and get through vegetated
swale to remove the solid contaminantion and then goes to the infiltration
area. The infiltration area is a lower than its surrounding, planted with certain hydrophyte and covered with gravel and sand. In common situation the
infiltration pond can keep rainwater and let it infiltrate into soil. When storm
comes, the underground drainage pipe can transfer extra water to outer water
cycle ( see Fig10.12) and then flows to the central infiltration area.
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10.4 Linear wetland
The outer water circular system is function as purification system for river
water and extra rainwater from built-up area. The linear wetlands on the left
and right sides have the same structure and serve for the river water from Jipu
river and Huangpu river respectively, the vegetated water channel in the middle is function as a connection channel between two constructed wetlands.
Each linear wetlands has different function zone and is planted with different
hydrophyte species for different purification functions. For example in the
fourth stage, the zone planted with reed and cedar moss is effective on heavy
metal removal. (see Fig10.16) With this purification system we can expect a
water quality of better than level III (previous water quality level IV in Jipu
River and V in Huangpu River) at the final stage.

Fig 10.15 proposed function of linear wetland.

There are five sluice in the outer water cycle, a one-way water flow can be
formed by controling these sluices. For example by closing the sluice at the
entrance of Huangpu river, only purified water from Jipu river will go to the
infiltration area.

Fig 10.16 proposed design of linear wetland.
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Fig 10.17 Linear wetlands and wood path.

Location map
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Fig 10.18.Function zones in linear wetland at the entrance of Jipu river, with proposed facilities, hydrophyte vegetation and materials.
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CHAPTER

11 DESIGN EVALUATION

2004
Figure 11.1 Comparing infiltration value in 2004, current situation and design.

current situation

In this chapter, we evaluate our design by how much land subsidence it can
mitigate and how much ecological quality it can improve. We use the same
criteria that we have used to evaluate current and former situation. The criteria
explanation can be found in chapter 5.
11.1 Land subsidence mitigating

design

Calculations:
In order to evaluate how much this design can contribute to ground water
recharge and mitigating land subsidence, we make calculation for anural
amount of water we can infiltrate to aquifers, and work out the percentage by
2010 Shanghai groundwater recharge amount plan divides Jiangwan anural
amount of infiltration water.

Infiltration value improvement evaluation
The above illustration shows that in our proposed design, the infiltration value
is much higher than current situation; in the south-eastern part and the linear
wetlands area the infiltration value is even higher than in 2004 due to the
water body there. And it is also clear that our proposed design improve the
infiltration value in existing neighbourhoods and campus, even though it is
still not as high as the conservation area.
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Fig. 11.2 Expected annual infiltration amount in Jiangwan.

Fig. 11.3 Average annural precipitation,
evaporation and the amount of grey water
discharge in Jiangwan.

Fig. 11.4 Required water capacity in linear
wetlands and central infiltration area.
Average annural riverwater discharging amount from Jipu and Huangpu Rivesr > Annural required water capacity in Jiangwan.
Thus, water source is sufficient for maintaining proposed wetland.
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2004

current situation

design

11.2 Ecological quality improvement evaluation
Above illustration shows the evaluation result for ecological value for our design and the
comparation with situation in 2004 and current. As a result the designed ecological value
of Jiangwan is much higher than current situation, because large area of Jiangwan is recovery from construction sites to wetland, forest and shrub land. While comparing to the
situation in 2004, the designed ecological value is higher than 2004 in the South part of
Jiangwan but lower in North part. That is because on South part of Jiangwan we combine
former wetland into a huge water body, and also recover vegetation and try to create diverse biotopes in a smaller scale. These measures are helpful for creating habitats for faunas. But on the North part of Jiangwan the constructions are finished and the destruction
of wetland cannot be retrieval. Our renovation design for built up area can only improve
the current situation but is not enough to recover it back to the former status.

Figure 11.5 Comparing ecological value in 2004, current situation
and design.
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11.3 Evaluation conclusions
Generally, our proposed design greatly improved both infiltration and ecological value of Jiangwan, in some places the value is even higher than the
situation before construction started. It is also an incontestable reality that
once the construction started, it can never be the same as before, but with integrated design and plan we can expect for a better infiltration and ecological
value compare with the current situation.
We also realize that amount of infiltration we have worked out is based on an
ideal situation that the soil has a stable infiltration ability so surfer water can
constantly infiltrated into soil and finally recharge in aquifer, but actually the
soil would reach saturation level after certain time’s of infiltration, then the
infiltration process will slow down.
According to the annual target of recharge amount in shanghai in recent years
we find out the target is not high. Actually it is quite little compare with the
daily demand of domestic water consumption in Shanghai. 1.058 x 107 m3/
day. So if our design strategy can be applied in the entire city, we can expect
a huge amount of infiltration capacity in shanghai, and this is how landscape
design can contribute to mitigating land subsidence.
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CHAPTER

12 CONCLUSION

12.1 Conclusions
•
Landscape architects can contribute to mitigating city surface subsidence mainly by improving the surface infiltration rate and encourage more
natural infiltration. The measures are a combination of ecological design
methods, including rainwater harvesting, domestic water purification and recharging, reducing surface run off, applying constructed wetland, permeable
pavement etc. The quality of recharging water is as important as quantity, in
most cases rainwater is the first choice as recharge sources, other sources such
as river water and domestic waste water require different treatments before
recharged to the aquifer.
•
Our design is expected to be an successful example for mitigating land
subsidence. For Jiangwan area the design is predicted to increase natural infiltration for 13,200,800m3 each year, which is 52.8% of the planed Shanghai’s
2010 groundwater recharge amount. If the entire city of Shanghai applies
this method to renovate its urban infrastructures and take actions on control
groundwater extraction control, land subsidence can be controlled within acceptable limits, and the energy intensive artificial groundwater recharge becomes unnecessary.
•
Wetland provides multiple ecological services such as sewage treatment, rainwater drainage, increasing recreational value etc. It is also important
habitat for faunas. Natural wetland inside densely built up urban is extremely
precious due to the ecological services it has for both human and other species
and its affecting area. Thus it deserves protection against any form of urban
expansion, which destroys wetland by speed up its succession process.

•
Traditional Chinese design philosophy is capable as reference for contemporary design. There are surprisingly common sense between traditional
Chinese design philosophy and contemporary western design philosophy
which proves different cultures have universality. Applying parochial design
philosophy is helpful for emphasizing design area’s self-identity as well.
•
When conducting problem based landscape design, landscape architects should seek for solutions that will bring various benefits for both society and environment. In our case we slow down land subsidence as well as
increase ecological value and visual quality for the design area. Proving that
problem based landscape design can be both effective and beautiful.
12.2 Reflection on thesis process
The entire thesis process can be summarized as a combination of research by
design and design based on research. Research and design were conducted
alternately during the entire process. Lack of any one of these abilities will
affect landscape architects’ validity or creativity.
During the design process we realize for landscape architecture there is no
perfect design. Landscape design is a process of constantly improving within
limited time. This makes schedule planning essential for a design process. Appropriate schedule is the first step to ensure a possible best outcome.
After a year of working on thesis we also have a better understanding about
the complexity of our discipline landscape architecture. It is related with so
many different fields and subjects. In aftertime work and study we should put
our emphasis on certain aspect in order to become landscape architects with
competitive strength.
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A. Calculation

In general,
Jiangwan anural infiltration amount = anural wetland infiltration amount +
anural built up area infiltration amount + anural vegetation area infiltration
amount
We notice that we cannot count for how many time in a year there will be
surface water on permeable pavement and grass, thus we can only assume
certain percentage of the rainwater drops on permeable pavement and grass
finally infiltrate to the soil.
As a result,
Anural built up area infiltration amount + anural vegetation area infiltration
amount = [anural precipitation inside Jiangwan x (Jiangwan permeable pavement area + Jiangwan vegetation area) / Jiangwan total area– anural evaporation in Jiangwan x (Jiangwan permeable pavement area + Jiangwan vegetation area) / Jiangwan total area] x (1- average runoff coefficient)
Expected Anural wetland infiltration amount calculation
Anural wetland infiltration amount = wetland infiltration speed x time
Because we assume in wetland area there will be sufficent surface water all
the time in water body, and all the water bodies have not been undertake seal
treatments, therefore,
Wetland infiltration speed= total wetland area x wetland soil infiltration rate
The major soil type under Jiangwan is clay; its lowest infiltration rate is about
1 mm/hour. (NRMED, 1988)
Therefore the Wetland infiltration speed= 1.3km2 x 1mm/ hour =
1,300,000,000,000mm3/hour
And the anural wetland infiltration amount= 1,300,000,000,000mm3/hour x
24hours/day x 365days = 11,388,000 m3

Despite we have use the lowest clay soil infiltration rate for the calculation,
we cannot grantee the soil under water body can allow infiltration in this pace
throughout the year. Never the less, when the soil is saturated is not predictable, so the actual anural wetland infiltration amount in Jiangwan should be
lower than the result number.
Expected Anural built up area infiltration amount + anural vegetation
area infiltration amount calculation
In order to finish the calculation we have to know the values for following
variables:
Shanghai average anural precipitation= 1512.8mm= 1.512m (SMG, 2010)
Anural precipitation inside Jiangwan= Jiangwan area x Shanghai Anural precipitation = 8.1km2 x 1.512m x 1,000,000m2/km2= 12,247,200m3
Shanghai average evaporation= 1,100mm = 1.1m (SMG, 2010)
Anural evaporation inside Jiangwan= Jiangwan area x Shanghai average
evaporation = 8,910,000m3
Jiangwan permeable pavement area + Jiangwan vegetation area = 5.5 km2
Average runoff coefficient for permeable pavement and grassland = 0.2 (Shao
and Lin, 2002)
Thus,
Jiangwan anural built up area infiltration amount + anural vegetation area infiltration amount= (12,247,200m3 x 5.5m2 / 8.1 m2 – 8,910,000 m3 x 5.5m2
/ 8.1 m2) x (1 -0.2) = 1,812,800 m3
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Expected Jiangwan anural infiltration amount= 11,388,000 m3 + 1,812,800
m3 = 13,200,800m3
2010 Shanghai groundwater recharge amount plan= 25,000,000 m3 (STATS.
SH, 2010)
Design contribution = Jiangwan anural infiltration amount / 2010 Shanghai
groundwater recharge amount plan = 52.8%
After design, Jiangwan area is expected to increase natural infiltration for
13,200,800m3 each year, which is 52.8% of the groundwater Shanghai plan
to recharge in 2010.
Calculation for annural water demand inside Jiangwan
Annural Jiangwan annural surface water need= 1,043,973 m3
Annural rainfall catchment – annural evaporation inside Jiangwan + annural
riverwater discharge from Jipu and Huangpu river > annural surface water
need inside Jiangwan
Thus, water source is sufficient for maintaining proposed wetland.
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